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C O N S U M E R  B E H A V I O U R  : T H E O R Y  AND 

E M P I R I C A L  E V I D E N C E  - A  SURVEY 


Richard Blundell * 

There are very few aspects of economic policy that do not require some 
knowledge of household or individual consumer behaviour. Moreover, the 
close interplay between theoretical and empirical considerations together with 
the rapid expansion in the availability of different types of data have continued 
to make the analysis of consumer behaviour an attractive area for research. For 
some policy questions the importance of empirical evidence on consumer 
behaviour is indisputable. Amongst these stand the optimality and impact of 
tax proposals, the effect of credit constraints, real interest rate changes and 
uncertainty on savings behaviour and the appropriate choice of cost of living 
indices. However, the methods of analysis in modern consumer theory and 
empirical research are applicable to a much wider set of problems. Although 
I have compiled an extensive, if not exhaustive, bibliography at the end of this 
survey, the principal aim is to present and evaluate some of the more recent 
ideas and methods of investigation relating to consumer behaviour rather than 
to provide a complete literature survey. 

Perhaps the most appealing feature of economic research into consumer 
behaviour is the close relationship between theoretical specification and 
appropriate estimation technique. This is most apparent when empirical 
analysis and testing takes place at the individual or micro level. However, even 
at the macro or aggregate level, given that some notion of consumer optimising 
behaviour is often assumed to underlie the evolution of the aggregate data, 
effective assessment of the model specification requires judgment from the 
theoretical as well as the empirical standpoint. Indeed empirical models can 
often be unwittingly restrictive once viewed from an appropriate theoretical 
perspective. 

Although far from profound, some illustrations of these points are probably 
warranted. Empirical demand systems are often used to design and analyse the 
impact of indirect tax policy. Commonly used specifications of empirical 
demand systems typically rule out many theoretically plausible types of 
substitution behaviour and thus prejudge the indirect tax results. Additive 
linear models (the Stone-Geary for example), still popular in many policy 
based studies, not only rule out complementarity but essentially tie substitution 
effects directly to income effects allowing little independent role for relative 

* I am grateful to Gordon Anderson, Paul Baker, Vanessa Fry, Costas Meghir, John Micklewright, Panos 
Pashardes, Ranjan Ray, Richard Smith, Ian Walker and Guglielmo Weber for allowing me to draw on 
jointly authored material and for their comments on this work. Additional comments on earlier drafts by 
John Burbidge, John Ham, John Muellbauer and Andrew Oswald have also resulted in significant 
improvements. However, all remaining errors are mine alone. Finance for this research was provided by the 
ESRC under project B0225 0004. 
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prices or real wages in forecasts of consumer behaviour (see Deaton, 1g74.a). 
Indeed, models that express commodity demand in terms of prices and total 
expenditure alone, implicitly assume separability between consumption and 
labour supply decisions and thereby emasculate most optimal tax theory. As a 
result, welfare improving directions for tax changes are governed almost 
entirely by the properties underlying the estimated model and not necessarily 
those underlying the data. 

At another level, theoretically consistent dynamic consumption models are 
often surprisingly simple (see. Hall ( I  cj78) for example): However, this 
simplicity is usually a result of particularly strong underlying assumptions, 
namely intertemporal separability, perfect credit markets and the separability 
of consumption and labour market decisions. Very little empirical evidence 
supports such hypotheses but the specification of theoretically consistent 
models that relax these assumptions requires considerable ingenuity. For 
example, theory tells us that, despite its popularity, there may be little to be 
learnt from simply adding lagged variables to an otherwise static or at least 
intertemporally separable model. If one is not careful the resulting model is 
only rationalisable under completely myopic consumer behaviour - an 
assumption almost as restrictive as the separability and capital market 
assumptions themselves. This is not to say that only theoretically consistent 
models should be entertained. Without confronting theoretical restrictions with 
a more general empirical model, there would be little progress in economic 
thought. However, unless the implications of a general theoretical process 
determining the consumer's behaviour are fully understood, estimated models 
may often unknowingly rule out plausible types of behaviour and empirical 
specification searches may look in uninformative directions. 

I t  is not the intention of this survey to provide a catalogue of empirical results 
or to cover all theories of consumer behaviour but rather to point out areas 
where analysing the interplay between theoretical and empirical considerations 
has either produced or is likely to produce new insights into consumer 
behaviour. The main areas which will be considered fall into two broad levels 
of analysis and are reflected in the two main sections of this survey. The first 
is the study of disaggregate behaviour. By this I shall mean the disaggregation 
of consumption into its components. These will include the consumption of 
specific commodity groups like clothing and alcohol as well as the allocation of 
time including the supply of labour. The interest here will be on the relative size 
and sign of substitution effects indicating the degree of separability and 
commodity grouping that can take place. I t  will also allow us to assess the 
impact of rationing in some markets (housing, labour), the implications for tax 
policy design and the construction of cost of living indices. The temporal aspect 
of behaviour will largely be ignored in this work. Under certain theoretical 
restrictions on the consumer's optimising model this is a legitimate approach to 
take but under more general intertemporal or dynamic behaviour these models 
will need to be extended. In the second broad area the emphasis will be placed 
more directly on dynamic and life-cycle behaviour. 

There is often little reason to believe that theoretical predictions will hold in 
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aggregate even if they hold at the individual level. In both of these broad areas, 
therefore, the most persuasive level of analysis must be at the individual 
consumer or household level. However, reliable longitudinal data sets that 
follow the same consumers over long time periods are rare and some form of 
aggregation prior to empirical analysis is often inevitable. Precisely how this 
aggregation should be done and the relationship between micro and macro 
level analyses is a highly interesting aspect of applied consumer economics in 
its own right. The clear attraction of individual level data is that they avoid 
aggregation bias. Such bias can result both because of the complex interactions 
between individual characteristics and price/income effects and also because of 
nonlinearities in consumption behaviour due to nonlinear Engel curves, corner 
solutions, rationing, nonlinear taxation and imperfect credit markets. However, 
working at some level of aggregation may often be unavoidable and some time 
will be spent in this survey in the analysis of exact aggregation. 

Despite the progress that has been achieved since the Brown and Deaton 
(1972) survey, there still remain major areas of reconciliation between different 
levels of behavioural modelling and between the theoretical models and the 
data themselves. Two obvious applications stand out here. First, is the precise 
nature of the relationship between the mostly rather static disaggregated 
analyses of household behaviour (both concerning the demand for commodities 
and the supply of labour) and the more aggregate dynamic models. Second, is 
the ability of the various theoretically based dynamic models to match the data 
process. There seems no doubt that the major advances that are currently 
occurring and that will occur in the empirical analysis of consumer behaviour 
will be predominantly in these two areas. The layout of this survey is chosen to 
reflect this. However, we shall consider other loosely related aspects of 
consumer theory and testing that have more distinct bearing on welfare 
analysis and public policy. 

Before setting off on this survey it is fair to say that without the landmark in 
writings on consumer behaviour provided by the Deaton and Muellbauer 
(1980b) volume this task would be unthinkable. At a more practical level the 
Deaton and Muellbauer book provides a useful historic point from which to 
define recent developments in the area in which this survey, albeit at a less 
technical level, will concentrate. 

I. D I S A G G R E G A T E D  D E M A N D  A N A L Y S I S  

I. I .  Separability, Additivity and Preference Restrictions 

The ability to group commodities by type or time period stands as one of the 
most valuable forms of restrictions on consumer preferences. Precisely what 
different types of grouping imply for consumer behaviour is an important 
preliminary before any application of consumer theory. For example, grouping 
prices 'price aggregation' has somewhat different implications than grouping 
commodities 'direct separability'. The requirements for a single price 
aggregator or index, something that is often assumed in application, are even 
stronger. However, without some form of grouping, all relative prices for all 
goods both within and outside the current period may have an independent 
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effect on the commodity demand under consideration. This very fact suggests 
that, if consumers optimise at all, they probably will use some form of grouping 
to enable some simplification of the decision-making process. 

The most obvious method of grouping and one which is used extensively in 
empirical application rests on the hypothesis of two-stage budgeting. This idea 
dates back to at least the work of Gorman (1958) and yet still underlies many 
new innovations in applied consumer theory (see, for example Browning et al. 
(1985) and MaCurdy (1983)). Under two-stage budgeting the direct utility 
function is weakly separable and consumers allocate expenditure first to broad 
commodity groups and then to detailed within group demands. This enables 
allocations within groups to be determined solely by the within group relative 
prices and the allocation of expenditure to that group. If x,, .. . ,x, represents 
all consumption goods (including leisure time or labour supply) and q,, .. . ,q, 
represents a smaller number of commodity vectors to which x,, .. . ,x, can be 
uniquely allocated, then if utility is weakly separable across these groups, direct 
utility may be written 

The allocation of expenditure to any xi in q, may then be expressed as 

pixi=&(ps,ys) for i I ,  . n and s =  I ,...,k, (2 )  

wheref, is related to the utility function, p, is the vector of prices corresponding 
to q, and y, is the allocation of total expenditure to group s. Of course, 
underlying this result are concavity and continuity conditions on U( .), F( .), 
and each U,(q,) as well as the linearity of the budget constraint. These imply 
that the expenditure equations ( 2 )  are linear homogenous in p, and y, and that 
the Hicksian or compensated price derivatives are symmetric forming a 
negative semi-definite Slutsky substitution matrix. Once y, is determined at the 
first stage, each q, can be determined without reference to prices outside this 
group. 

Under intertemporal weak separability, once the optimal level of saving is 
determined for each period, prices outside any period have no independent 
effect on within period allocations. The variable y, acts as a sufficient statistic 
for all intra group substitution allowing no further impact of prices outside the 
group in question. Separability conditions are as vital to the recent temporally 
separable 'surprise' consumption function of Hall (1978) as they were to Stone 
(1954) and his colleagues in their Linear Expenditure System. In  addition 
separability of goods and leisure is a crucial assumption in the 'separate' 
modelling of consumption and labour supply decisions. Being perhaps the most 
important of assumptions in applied consumer theory, separability must also 
stand as one of the most unreasonable in many applications, including those 
mentioned above. 

Certain additional requirements are often placed on consumer behaviour 
which are rather stronger than we have mentioned so far. One of these is 
additive separability in which case ( I )  is replaced by 
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where C, refers to the summation of arguments indexed by s. As Deaton 
( 1 9 7 4 ~ )illustrated, this assumption can be quite restrictive. However, it is 
typically used in intertemporal consumer behaviour where maximisation is 
expressed over expected life-time utility conditional on current information 
and each s refers t;a separate time period. Under expected utility maximisation 
some form of forward looking additivity is reasonably plausible although we 
may well expect Us(. ) to depend on past period behaviour. We shall return to 
this point later in Section 11. 

A popular further condition to place on preferences is for the top stage 
allocation to each sub group expenditure y, out of total (life-time) expenditure 
y to depend on single sub-group price indices P,(p,). In this case the 
determination of each y, can be written 

Y, = f , [ p l ( ~ l ) , " ' , p k ( ~ k ) , ~ l ,  (4) 

where each P,(p,) represents the true price index for group s. For example, 
in the intertemporal allocation problem, each period's consumption ex-
penditure could then be expressed in terms of a single price index for each 
period. Although this is a common enough assumption it is restrictive. Weak 
separability (or even additive separability for that matter) is not a sufficient 
condition for such a price aggregation result. If preferences are homothetic 
within each group, that is elasticities with respect to total within group 
expenditure are unity, then weak separability is sufficient. However, if 
homotheticity is to be relaxed only a very particular set of preferences derived 
by Gorman (1959) will generate expenditure equations of the form (4). 

In the homothetic case we may write each expenditure equation ( 2 )  as 

so that each expenditure share of good i out of group s expenditure y, 

s,s =f,(ps) (6). 
is independent of y, and only depends on within group prices. Group s 
preferences then have the most simple of forms since although substitution 
elasticities are not directly restricted they are deemed independent of the level 
of y,, guaranteeing a unitary income or expenditure elasticity (d lnx,/d In y,). 
Using Roy's Identity (see Deaton and Muellbauer, 1980 b, p. 41), indirect 
utility for group s in the homothetic case is given by 

where G, is some monotone increasing function and b,(p,) is a general linear 
homogenous function of prices conveniently expressed as 

Notice that in this case the 'Stone' price index which weights each lnp, by si 
is exact as can be seen by comparing (8) and (6). Replacing Us by in the 
weakly separable utility function yields 
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so that the b,(p,) are exactly the appropriate single group price indices P,(p,) 
that uniquely deflate each y,. 

If we wish to generalise (5) to allow linear Engel (expenditure/income) 
curves with non-zero intercepts so that expenditure on good i may be 
written 

then indirect utility (6) takes the form 

where a,(p,) = Cipia,,(pS). Preferences ( I  I )  are known generally as Gorman 
Polar Form and display quasi-homothetic (linear Engel curve) behaviour. 
Although restrictive, they do not imply unitary elasticities with respect to total 
within group expenditure and underly the Linear Expenditure System of Stone 
(1954) as well as motivating more recent work on consumer behaviour (see, for 
example, Atkinson and Stern ( I 980)) Blackorby, Boyce and Russell ( I g78), 
Blundell and Walker (1982), Browning et al. (1985) and Pollak and Wales 
(1978)). Notice that if G, is linear and overall utility is explicitly additive then V 
may be written 

v= C s [ ~ s - a s ( ~ s ) l l b s ( ~ s )  (12)  

in which case only b,(p,) enters the determination of y,. However, although we 
are back to a single index result (the b,(p,) indices alone determine y,) the 
solution for y, is not continuous since both V and the budget constraint are 
linear in y,. More specifically, all expenditure over and above a,(p,) is placed 
in the group with the lowest price index b,(p,). 

T o  avoid the problems associated with (12)  we may follow Anderson's 
(1979) application of Gorman's result and allow for single price aggregates and 
nonlinear Engel curves. If we assume explicit additivity at the top stage and 
write indirect utility as 

v, = + h s ( p s ) ,G s [ ~ s l b s ( ~ s ) l  (13) 

where h, (p,) is a linear homogenous concave function then, provided G, ( .) is 
not linear, a well behaved solution can be found under which the determination 
of y, depends only on bl(p,), . . .,bk(p,) and y as required. However, as G,(.) 
approaches linearity all expenditure over and above a,(p,) is placed in the 
group with the lowest price index b,(p,). This is exactly the discontinuous 
solution referred to above. This case must therefore be taken as the exception 
that proves the rule: a single price aggregator or index for group expenditure 
is in general difficult to justify. 

At a more general level we can see that even for the quasi-homothetic case, 
under weak separability two price indices a,(p,) and b,(p,) are crucial in the 
determination of any y,. For in that case overall utility may be written 

so that maximising V subject to the constraint y, +y, +.. .+yk = y results in 
group expenditures of the general form 
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These points will crop up time and again throughout this survey indicating the 
absolutely crucial role both separability and homotheticity (or lack of them) 
play in applications of consumer theory. 

Before moving on to our discussion of functional forms for describing indirect 
or direct preferences it may be worth briefly deriving the form for the 
consumer's cost or expenditure functions which correspond to the indirect 
utility representations described above. As we shall see the cost function has 
achieved wide use in recent applied consumer theory taking a special place in 
welfare measurement. Since it is defined as the minimum expenditure necessary 
to achieve some given level of utility it has a natural use in measures of 
compensating variations and equivalence scales. 

The cost function corresponding to homothetic preferences described above 
in (5) has the form 

C(P,, Us) = bs(Ps) us, ( 16) 

where b,(p,) is the linear homogenous concave function of prices described in 
equation (8). Since the price derivatives of C are the corresponding Hicksian 
or compensating demands, traditional Marshallian demands (5) can be 
derived by simply substituting the corresponding indirect utility for Us in the 
compensated demand function. Compensated demands are given by 

where C, is the ith price derivative of C and Marshallian demands by 

identical to those in equation (5). Of course, inverting (16) will give the 
corresponding indirect utility function up to some monotonic transformation. 
The'relationship between the cost function and the compensated demand curve 
has some considerable appeal, not least because the second order price 
derivatives give the constant utility 'Slutsky' substitution effects. 

1. 2 .  Some Functional Forms 

Choice of functional form for the representation of consumer preferences must 
stand as one of the most important issues in any aspect of the empirical analysis 
of consumer behaviour. Our ability to assess the importance of preference 
restrictions described in the previous section relies on choosing a functional 
form that is tractable without being unduly restrictive. For example, testing for 
additive separability in a model that assumed homothetic preferences may be 
easy but is probably worthless. The degree of misspecification that is 
engendered by the homotheticity assumption of unit income elasticities could 
severely distort the additivity test. However, theoretically consistent models 
that allow general income and price effects which also nest interesting 
simplifying specifications are few and far between. 

The widespread use of the consumer's cost or indirect utility function as a 
representation of preferences in empirical analysis has produced a number of 
attractive specifications. The majority of these are well known and I shall only 
pick on those that appear particularly convenient. The first is the translog 
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indirect utility function of Christensen et al. (1975) which is one of a class of 
flexible functional forms discussed by Diewert ( 1974). In this model indirect 
utility is written as the following second order logarithmic expansion 

V = a, +Cjajlnpf +:XI, Zipi,1npT lnp*, (19) 

where pf =pj/y and the a,, a, and pi, refer to unknown preference parameters. 
Using Roy's Identity the expenditure share equations have the form 

where k = - I + Cjpijlnp:. Within this broad group offlexible specifications 
for expenditure shares should also be placed the Generalised Leontief form of 
Diewert (1971) in which the lnpf terms in ( 2 0 )  would be replaced by (pf)k. 
Clearly, ( 2 0 )  can be used to investigate the validity of symmetry and 
homogeneity restrictions. Moreover, when Pi, = o for all i and j, the model 
describes homothetically additive preferences. 

Closely related to these 'flexible functional form' models are the models of 
Muellbauer (1975, 1976) and Deaton and Muellbauer ( 1 9 8 0 ~ ) .In  these 
papers a particularly convenient specification entitled 'Almost Ideal' was 
developed from a more general class of Price Independent Generalised Linear 
(PIGL) models. In  its various forms we shall be returning to this general class 
of models at a number of points in this survey. There is no doubt that this 
specification displays some considerably attractive features. In  general the 
PIGL class has an indirect utility function of the form 

v = G{[Y"-a(p)"I/[b(p)"-a(p)"l), (21) 

where a (p )  and b(p) are linear homogenous, concave functions of prices. 
Clearly, when a = I the indirect utility equation ( 2  I )  becomes quasihomothetic 
and by appropriate choice of a (p )  and b(p) can be made to nest the popular 
Stone-Geary or LES model. However, the share equations corresponding to 
( 2  I )  are highly nonlinear and to avoid this, Deaton and Muellbauer ( I  980 a) 
work with the logarithmic (PIGLOG) case in which a+ o. Choosing In a(p)  to 
be of a Translog form and In b(p) to II,# +ln the share model reduces 
to the Almost Ideal form 

~j = ai+CjOijlnPi+pj In [y/a(p)I, (22)  

where the aj, Oij, and pj are all constant unknown parameters. If a(p)  in each 
share equation is approximated by some readily available price index, then 
(22)  is linear in parameters and variables. Homotheticity requires Pi = o for 
all j whereas homogeneity requires C,O,, = o. Similarly, symmetry implies 
Bij = Oji for all i not equal j .  As we shall mention later these specifications 
possess some attractive aggregation characteristics which was clearly the initial 
motivation of Muellbauer's work. As might be expected, they do restrict 
preferences to some degree and one might certainly wish to investigate higher 
order income terms in (22)  (see, for example, Gorman ( I  981)) as well as more 
general forms for b (p). 

In this direction of functional form specification Blundell and Ray (1984) 
and Blundell and Walker (1986) use a class of preferences similar to (21 )  but 
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with certain simplifying characteristics. In their model the indirect utility 
function is written 

in which a(p, a) and b(p,a) are linear homogeneous functions which are 
allowed to depend directly on a .  Share equations corresponding to (24) have 
the same general form as in the PIGL case, quasi-homothetic preferences 
occurring when a = I .  However, by defining p: = pi/y and expressing 

and b (p,a) [ n i ~ ( ~ ) a ]=' 'la 

where Hi represents the product over arguments indexed by i, the expenditure 
share equations take the form 

* * a12 * * a12
s j=Cie i j (P iP j )  + J ( ~ ) [ I - C i j ' i j ( ~ i  P j )  I (26) 

in which case the nonlinearity appears simply through the a in the (p:~;)~~' 
terms. A simple grid search over a > o can be used to choose a .  When a = I ,  

setting eij= o for i =I=j and setting allJ(p) = ,8,. generates the popular additive 
LES or Stone-Geary system. The advantage of this latter system is that it easily 
nests (and can therefore be used to test the Linear Expenditure System. 
However, if on prior grounds it is felt that LES is not worth entertaining and 
a PIGLOG system is more likely, then working directly with the PIGL model 
would seem preferable. 

I.  3. Rationing, Corner Solutions and Zero Expenditures 

In  many instances observations will relate to consumers whose behaviour is in 
some way constrained. I t  may be, for example, that consumers are rationed 
with respect to their current level of housing consumption or their current level 
of labour supply. Alternatively, they may face binding non-negativity 
constraints (corner solutions) which at current income and prices make it 
optimal to consume only some commodities. Not all zero expenditures, 
however, will reflect corner solutions or rationed behaviour. Indeed, in 
household surveys of limited duration, we may not observe consumption at all! 
Infrequency of purchase or durability may result in expenditures that reflect 
stocking-up for consumption in future periods rather than simply for 
consumption within the given period. 

These problems are real enough. I t  is difficult to believe that all consumers 
are free to vary consumption and labour supply at will. I t  is also reasonable to 
believe that consumption of some items and indeed some labour supplies may 
well be zero because the current price or wage makes such a corner solution 
optimal. Finally, the durability of some goods makes a deviation of recorded 
expenditure from consumption quite likely. Nevertheless, it is only recently 
that, following the move to use more micro level data, empirical analysis has 
sought to deal with these issues in any depth. 

The theoretical framework for analysing the first two of these issues is well 
established and hinges on the discussion of virtual prices - the price at which 
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the rationed level would just be chosen. The best single source for this work is 
Neary and Roberts ( I  980) although Deaton and Muellbauer (198 I )  provide a 
more detailed guide to functional form specification under rationing. However, 
as empirical models of female labour supply have had to cope with the single 
corner solution at zero hours many of the economic and econometric 
developments can also be found in that earlibr literature (see, for example, 
Heckman (19746)). Moreover, as constraints are never very far from any 
empirical analysis of labour supply, models of ratianing can also be found in the 
labour supply literature (see, for example, Ashenfelter and Ham (1979) and 
Ham (1982)). Perhaps the most important feature of the Neary and Roberts 
work is in the study of rationing or binding constraints within a system of 
consumer decisions. What impact will labour market unemployment or 
rationing in the housing market have on the demand for clothing or services? 
T o  answer this we need to analyse how virtual prices or wages, themselkes 
functions of the ration, feed through to affect unrationed consumer decisions. -

Needless to say separability is as crucial here as in any other aspect of applied 
consumer theory. Quite simply, if a good that is rationed is weakly separable 
from the one under consideration the only impact of rationing will be via the 
total budget or total expenditure available. This is useful in many respects. 
Labour market rationing has only an income effect on disaggregated 
commodity demand if separability between goods and 'leisure' time can be 
assumed. Under intertemporal separability, rationing in the current period 
only affects future period consumption decisions via the total amount of wealth 
allocated to that future period. Again separability is a convenient but 
invariably strong assumption. 

Things get considerably worse, at least for the empirical economist, when 
more than one non-negativity or other inequality constraint is allowed to bind 
simultaneously. Again the theoretical issues are not too arduous but finding a 
suitable empirical specification that relaxes additive separability can be 
extremely tough and has generally prohibited work in this area. Two notable 
exceptions to this are the papers by Wales and Woodland (1983) and Lee and 
Pitt (1986). However, in these studies only non-negativity constraints are 
considered, which for the Translog model used in the Lee and Pitt study 
provides a particularly convenient simplification. Before discussing these issues 
in rather more detail it should be pointed out that possibly the main difficulty 
faced in this work is in the econometric rather than economic specification. For 
even under preference separability, although rationing of one decision variable 
may have rather straightforward effects on the systematic part of other 
decisions, correlation between the stochastic components on the rationed and 
unrationed equations results in bias if standard least squares estimators are 
u tilised. 

Perhaps the neatest way to deal with rationing or binding inequality 
constraints on consumer behaviour is via the expenditure or cost function. 
Suppose that good j is rationed at xi, then the cost minimising problem for the 
consumer may be written as 

C'(pi, xi, U') = min (pixi I U 2 U') -pj  xi, (27)
"j 
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where the superscript j refers to a vector with the j th element excluded. The 
cost function Cr describes the minimum cost over unconstrained expenditures 
of achieving Ur at prices pi and with the consumption of xi fixed at xi. The 
variable xi may represent hours of work in which case the constraint could refer 
to involuntary unemployment. The system of 'conditional' demand functions 
for unrationed goods is then simply obtained from the derivatives of (27). In  
practice, defining pi to be the virtual price at which xj' would be freely chosen, 
enables Cr to be derived by replacing pi in the unconditional cost function by 
Pi itself a function of all other prices, xj' and Ur. 

As an illustration, which has been used to assess both rationing and 
separability, consider the following simple extension to the LES model in which 
xi- the good to be rationed or to have a corner solution-is allowed to be non- 
separable from other goods. The unconditional cost function is written 

C(p, Ur) = a(p) +d(pi)pj+ b(p)l-OjpSBjU, (28) 

where '(PI = CrPrar, 

d(pi) = Sjnrp> not including r =j ,  

and b(p)= n , ~ ,also not including r =j. 

The unrationed demand equations take the form 

p i x i = p i a i + S i S i p i + ( ~ - O i ) ~ i [ y - a ( p ) - d ( p i ) p i ]  f o r a l l i S j  (29) 

and Pjxj = (1-0j) Pjd(p? P p , + ' j [ ~ - a ( ~ ) - d ( ~ ~ )  (30)P ~ I  
which are all but identical to the Linear Expenditure System apart from the 
'non-separability ' term Si Sjpi in (29). 

The convenience of this system is that the reservation price for good j at 
which xi would just be chosen can be solved explicitly from (30) as 

This enables derivation of the 'matched pair' of rationed and unrationed 
demand equations. Indeed, the rationed expenditure equations for other goods 
corresponding to (29) are of the form 

Pi xi =Pi "i $-(Pi +kd(p') Si/Ix;-d(pi)I) [y-a(p) -Pix;], (32) 

where k = Oil  ( I -Oi). These conditional or rationed demand equations show 
immediately the ways in which rationing on one good may influence other 
consumption decisions. First, there is the direct income effect pixi which is 
subtracted from (supernumerary) total expenditure. Secondly, there is the 
effect on the marginal propensity to consume which alters Pi to the extent by 
which Si differs from zero. If Si = o then separability would prevail and only the 
income effect would remain. Blundell and Walker (1982) use this 'matched 
pair' specification (with more general forms for a(p) and b(p)) to test the 
separability of commodity demand decisions from labour supply. In  that 
illustration the separability assumption is rejected whether or not labour supply 
is considered rationed. 
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I. 4. Estimation Issues 

Aggregation. As much of the empirical evidence concerning consumer theory 
relates to models using aggregate data, it is worth considering the issue of 
aggregation across consumers. This is tied intimately with the degree of 
nonlinearity in individual level behaviour. For example, suppose the individual 
level Engel curve is quadratic in income. Further, suppose the objective of 
the empirical exercise is to recover parameters describing the time series 
relationship between mean expenditure and mean income. In  this case 
aggregation bias will depend on ;he importance of the quadratic term and the 
sample covariance (over time) between the first and second order moments of 
income. In  general, if movements in the higher order characteristics of the 
income distribution are related to movements in the mean and if the Engel 
curve is nonlinear then bias will occur. Of course, even where the aggregation 
bias is small, knowing how the distribution of expenditures over individuals or -

households evolves over time may be of considerable interest in its own 
right. 

The importance of linear Engel curves for the micro foundations of aggregate 
consumer demand relationships was highlighted by Gorman (1953). If we wish 
to provide an exact micro interpretation of an aggregate relationship between 
per capita consumers' expenditure and per capita income then individual 
Engel curves must be linear and parallel. Intercept shifts across individuals are 
all that is allowed. Given the inherent nonlinearity between expenditures and 
income (see, Working ( 1943), for example) this result of orm man's provides a 
fairly pessimistic story for aggregate analysis. The breakthrough in this 
stalemate came with Muellbauer's (1975) and (1976) papers. Herein lay the 
reconciliation between the shape of individual Engel curves preferred by the 
Working study - expenditure shares linear in the logarithm of income or total 
expenditure - and the popular translog demand systems for aggregate level 
analysis of Jorgenson and his colleagues (see equation (19) above). Muell- 
bauer's work showed that aggregation was possible within demand systems 
generated by the PIGL family described by equation (26) above. As we noted, 
this includes the Almost Ideal model (22)  which has many similar features to 
both the Working Engel curves and the translog demand model. 

The importance of the aggregation debate cannot be underplayed since, if 
reasonably general forms for demand patterns can be found that aggregate 
consistently, then we can simultaneously recover information about individual 
level behaviour from aggregate data and expect consistent predictions from 
aggregate models. One important consideration in this debate which had 
also attracted Gorman's attention in his 1953 paper, is the incorporation of 
individual characteristics. How do requirements on aggregate demand systems 
change if we not only wish to allow nonlinear Engel curves as in Muellbauer's 
work, but also wish individual level behaviour to depend on household 
characteristics ? This question was considered by Lau ( I g82), Jorgenson et al. 
(1982) and Stoker (1984). They showed that for exact aggregation to underpin 
an aggregate model (where labelling of consumers or households is un-
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important) demand equations must be expressed as the sum of terms each one 
being the product of a function of prices and a function of individual income 
or expenditure and characteristics. Moreover, these latter indeces must be 
additive in the individual characteristics. Imposing integrability conditions on 
these demand equations further restricts the class. Indeed, as Gorman (1981) 
shows (see also Browning (1987b) and Russell (1983)), at  most three 
independent terms are allowed in the sum referred to above. Since one must be 
total expenditure in order to preserve adding-up and the others must be chosen 
to preserve homogeneity the form for individual demands is significantly 
restricted but clearly not as tightly as in the original Gorman (1953) linear 
class. Although this ties one's hand in choosing suitable aggregate demand 
functions, certain specifications of both the translog and the Almost Ideal 
model satisfy these requirements. 

Perhaps the most illuminating way of illustrating the relationship between 
aggregate and micro-level studies is to take the Almost Ideal model ( 2 2 )  and 
make it household specific by adding an 'h'  subscript to denote household 'h'. 
A 'household' here refers to the micro level consuming unit and may refer to 
an  individual, a family or some other collection of individuals whose 
consumption decisions are taken together. Household specific expenditure 
shares are then given by 

where we have replaced a ( p )  by the price index P. Equation (33) focuses 
attention on various important issues in aggregation. Indeed, premultiplying 
(33) by yh/Chyh and summing over h generates the aggregate share equation 

where ph - yh/Chyh.If Bijh and pi, are constant across h and if in addition, 
a,, depends linearly on a vector of characteristics z,, then (34) becomes 

where z0 is the vector of total expenditure shares out of aggregate total 
expenditure associated with each of the characteristics, lny is the log of mean 
total expenditure and In y* equals ChphIn (yh/zj). Interestingly In y* is an  
entropy measure of income inequality. In  populations where z0 and In y* are 
approximately constant over reasonable time intervals, aggregate time series 
data could be used to recover estimates of Bij  and pi consistently. Where In y* 
was constant over time and z0 varied, the consistency of resulting parameter 
estimates from aggregate data hinges on the independence or otherwise of the 
evolution of the mean characteristics with the lnpj and lny. As z0 would 
normally contain slowly changing characteristics such as the average size of 
demographic groups it could well be captured by a simple trend. Even so since 
In y can also be expected to trend, estimation of Pi may be biased unless trend 
terms are included. Moreover, the correlation of omitted z0 factors over time 
may appear as autocorrelated disturbances or misspecified dynamics (see 
Stoker, I 986). 
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In general, census or survey data could be used to construct the zO and ln y* 
components which could then be introduced into aggregate demand systems. 
Indeed, (35) shows how evidence on income inequality entering through In y* 
helps pin down the Pi coefficient. However, this relies on the parameters Oijh 
and Pjhbeing independent of household characteristics. This seems unlikely, 
and in the microeconometric study of fuel expenditures by Baker et al. (198j), 

for example, both price and income coefficients are found to vary systematically 
across households. Moreover, we shall see in the empirical evidence from 
household data provided later on in this section, the var&bles that are likely to 
influence preference parameters are many and cover not only demographic but 
also tenure, ownership and employment status variables. 

Zero Expenditures and Corner Solutions. Household expenditure patterns often 
differ radically from the simple continuous expenditure share expressions of the 
model described above. We have seen earlier how rationing and/or corner 
solutions can lead to the introduction of reservation or virtual prices. In  general 
and for a number of different possible reasons, we may observe households with 
zero expenditures in any period over which we survey them. Although a t  the 
micro level, provided we can identify the cause of the zero expenditure, 
modelling and estimation can proceed using standard micro econometric 
procedures (see Blundell and Meghir (1987 b) for a more detailed analysis) a t  
the aggregate level life is not so easy. Indeed, aggregation across corner 
solutions poses some interesting econometric problems in itself. 

T o  examine the issues involved we first define the indicator variable 

I if individual h buys 
I t h  = o otherwise 

which describes whether in period t individual h is observed buying a particular 
good. In order to allow for a general process determining the buy/non-buy 
decision, we suppose that the buy decision depends on observable character- 
istics z,, and unobservables v,, and we write the following reduced form latent 
equation 

for which I,, = I if ch> o and I,, = o if ch< o. In  this framework, 'latent' 
demand is given by x,*, = d,, (p,, y,,) +u,, where d,, ( ) can be thought of as 
f,/pi in ( 2 ) for some commodity i and each u,, represents other random factors 
influencing demand. Observed demand may then be written as 

where B,, = E{I,,, u,,) and by definition e,, = I,, u,,-B,,. Assuming a joint 
normal distribution for u,, and v,, (rather weaker assumptions can be made), 
the expectational term B,, is proportional to the standard normal density 

4 ( ~ t l hP) . 
Now suppose that Z, represents the per capita values of z,, and suppose these 

exogenous average measures were available a t  the aggregate level. Similarly, 
let D, be the per buyer demand functions (i.e. averaged across buyers only) and 
let it be assumed that each d,,(p,, y,,) is linear in parameters and not dependent 
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on z,,. In this case standard aggregation conditions for a model without corners 
or rationing would prevail. However, the aggregate relationship corresponding 
to (38) above satisfies 

X, = I, .D,(.)+O,+et, (39) 

where X, is per capita demand, I, is the proportion of buyers and 0, can be 
written proportional to $(ZIP) (see MaCurdy (1986)). Notice that (39) is 
nonlinear in Z, and depends on the per buyer variables in D, (income, for 
example). Even assuming both per buyer and per capita variables are 
available, the aggregate equation is still nonlinear. Indeed, a model of the 
form 

where w, was assumed to have the same properties as e, in (39), would display 
instability and general misspecification in so far as I,varies over time and in so 
far as the nonlinear term 0, was important in (39). Simply including the 
proportion of buyers AS an additional explanatory variable in estimation at  the 
macro level model may well pick up the misspecification underlying (40) but 
would be unlikely to provide consistent estimates of the parameters in (39). 

Although the corner solution problem described above invalidates the usual 
interpretation of aggregate consumer relationships, estimation at the micro 
level is also complicated by corner solutions. Essentially, estimation requires the 
evaluation of the expectation of the unrestricted demands conditional on those 
at  corner solutions. This in turn involves the evaluation of the joint probability 
of the corner solutions. Since corner solutions are expressed as an inequality 
constraint this probability will require the evaluation of an integral for each 
corner. Where the stochastic terms on commodities are correlated, multiple 
integrals have to be solved. Until the recent work of McFadden (1986) such -
computations have been virtually intractable and only systems with relatively 
few corners (Wales and Woodland (1983) and Lee and Pitt (1986), for 
example) have been considered. 

In assessing the importance of corner solutions, the level of commodity 
aggregation is crucial. If, for example, consumption of individual clothing 
items are under analysis, then multiple corner solutions for any individual 
household in an expenditure survey seem highly likely. However, at  a more 
aggregate level - the total of clothing for example -zero expenditures are more 
likely to derive from the infrequency of purchase relative to the period of 
survey. Purchase infrequency implies that the theoretical concept of con-
sumption differs from its measured counterpart: expenditure. As this 
discrepancy affects both the dependent variable and the total expenditure 
variable, Ordinary Least Squares estimates of the share equations are 
biased. 

All surveys on individual or household expenditures cover purchases over a 
limited period of time. Indeed, the more accurate the measurement in terms of 
precise diary records the shorter the period over which the survey can be 
afforded and the more likely the occurrence of reported zero expenditures. 
Even where the expenditure in question relates to an item or group of items for 
which actual consumption is positive, infrequency of purchase or the 
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'durability' of the good may result in a recorded zero expenditure. Deaton and 
Irish ( I  g84), Kay et al. ( I  g84), Pudney ( I  987) and Blundell and Meghir ( I  987) 
have developed a class of bivariate models for the joint determination of the 
purchase and expenditure decision. Measurement error in total consumption is 
critical in the estimation of the parameters of utility consistent demand systems 
since it is usually assumed that total consumption is measured without error 
and demand analysis can proceed to examine the way in which consumption 
on specific commodities is allocated conditional on total consumption. Keen 
( 1 ~ 8 6 )  has shown that an instrumental variable estimator (which will be 
described in the following discussion of exogeneity) is also sufficient to remove 
the OLS bias in the infrequency of purchase model. In the more structural 
infrequency of purchase models, a purchase probability is explicitly introduced. 
For example, in the Blundell and Meghir ( 1 9 8 7 ~ )  approach this probability is 
allowed to vary with income and other household characteristics so as to 
minimise the extent to which 'unobservable' characteristics are left to explain 
the distribution of purchases. 

Exogeneity and Corner Solutions. In general, although total expenditure is 
treated as an  appropriate conditioning variable, there is no reason why it 
should be assumed exogenous. Any exogeneity assumption of this type can be 
checked against the data at  the outset. Two difficulties arise at this point. How 
do we test this (or any other) exogeneity assumption across a system of 
equations where corner solutions may occur and how should we re-estimate if 
exogeneity is rejected? 

For estimation purposes, we shall write the system of y-conditional demands 

where st, represents a vector of expenditure (or earnings) shares for household 
h in period t and uth the corresponding vector of stochastic error terms. If the 
demand model is estimated from panel data then d th( . )may include a 
household or individual fixed effect for each commodity. For aggregate time 
series we may drop the h subscript. For the purposes of testing the exogeneity 
assumption we shall approximate the equation for yt by 

where z, are a vector of observed exogenous (instrumental) variables with y as 
their unknown constant coefficients and v, is a random error term. The question 
of focus here relates to the exogeneity of y, for the estimation of the preference 
parameters in the model (41). Where zt contains prices alone, so that 
homogeneity is required to generate an exclusion restriction on (41), Attfield 
(1985) has neatly shown the equivalence of the exogeneity and homogeneity 
tests. However, using the two stage budgeting theory described earlier, we may 
expect to be able to define many other additional instruments in (42) allowing 
the separate assessment of exogeneity and homogeneity. 

Where there are no corner solutions, the procedure for testing (and 
estimation) is straightforward and follows the analysis of Hausman (1978). 
Inclusion of the reduced form residual 2^1, in each equation in (41) and 
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estimation of the extended system provides consistent estimates for the demand 
parameters. In  addition, an  F-test for the exclusion of the residual in the 
demand system provides an asymptotically efficient exogeneity test. 

Where corner solutions arise, Smith and Blundell (1986) show that little of 
the standard analysis for exogeneity testing discussed above changes. 
Consistency of the estimates in the extended system under the alternative 
remains and the exogeneity test is again asymptotically efficient. The only 
problem to note under this limited dependent variable case is that the form for 
y,, which depends on either the market or reservation price switches when any 
decision variable is rationed or at  a corner solution. As Ransom (198 j) has 
shown, the coherency conditions (see Gourieroux et al., 1980) required for 
estimation are equivalent to the integrability conditions (concavity, symmetry, 
. . .) for utility maximising behaviour. This is a general result for switching 
models derived from consumer behaviour and extends to the case of many 
binding non-negativity constraints or corner solutions discussed earlier. 
Integrability is by no means an  innocuous condition since concavity restrictions 
can severely restrict the flexibility of commonly used 'flexible' demand systems. 
This point has been highlighted in the recent paper of Diewert and Wales 
(1987). 

Cross Equation Restrictions and the Minimum Chi-Square Estimator. Even though 
each of the above issues - aggregation, corner solutions, purchase infrequency 
and exogeneity - are important the principles of estimating demand systems 
referred to in the earlier survey by Brown and Deaton (19 72) are still relevant. 
Briefly, adding-up across expenditure or expenditure share equations implies a 
singular variance-covariance matrix for the stochastic terms across equations -
the stochastic term on any one share equation cannot be independent of all 
other share equations. However, provided there are no cross-equation 
restrictions single equation estimation remains efficient. Endogeneity of total 
expenditure and purchase infrequency do not detract from this result. 
However, since restrictions like Slutsky symmetry are an integral part of 
empirical demand analysis, estimation under cross-equation restrictions has 
played a major role in producing parsimonious theoretically consistent demand 
systems. 

Estimation under such restrictions requires system wide estimation and for 
large samples this can be computationally difficult. The Minimum Chi-Square 
(MCS) approach introduced into the econometrics literature by Rothenberg 
(1973) provides a simple and yet relatively underutilised method of deriving 
estimates subject to system wide restrictions. Moreover, these are equivalent to 
those derived from application of the Full Information Maximum Likelihood 
approach. The attraction of the MCS method relates to the separate stages 
of unrestricted and restricted estimation. At the first stage estimates of the 
parameters of the unrestricted model are recovered which for a standard 
demand system (the LES or A1 system, for example) would involve estimating 
unrestricted share equations. These estimates together with their covariance 
matrix summarise all information available in the data concerning preference 
parameter estimation. In  effect they act as sufficient statistics for the purposes 
of demand system estimation. 
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Denoting the unrestricted parameters by 0, theoretical restrictions (sym-

metry, homogeneity, etc.) may usually be expressed as 

0 = SO*. (43) 

To  impose these restrictions the MCS method chooses 8* so as to minimise the 
quadratic form 

m = ( ~ - s o * ) / ~ ; ~ ( ~ - s o * ) ,  (44) 

where 2, is the estimated variance-covariance matrix for 8. Indeed, 
consistency of the resulting MCS estimator simply requires that the restrictions 
are correct and that 0 is a consistent estimator. Any positive definite weight 
matrix can be used to replace 2;'. However, where the optimal weight matrix 
is used, the MCS estimator is asymptotically equivalent to the maximum 
likelihood estimator and the minimised value of m is an optimal chi-squared test 
of the restrictions (see Ferguson, 1958). Under linear restrictions like (43) the 
MCS estimator itself is given by 

where St = 2;;s and 0+ = 
In  practice, this method proceeds as follows. First, each unrestricted demand 

equation is estimated separately. Then the restricted estimators are recovered by 
fitting the restrictions using (44) which, being in the dimension of 0, can be 
significantly less than the number of observations. The application of the MCS 
method therefore makes constrained estimation and testing available in very 
large samples. To  implement constrained maximum likelihood estimation 
there is no need therefore to exclude observations for computational tractability 
- all information in the unrestricted model is exploited and summarised by 
simply defined statistics in the first stage of unrestricted estimation. An 
application of this technique is provided in the empirical illustration reported 
below. 

I. 5. Assessing the Evidence 

Rather than providing a comprehensive catalogue of empirical results in the 
literature, this section will be used to present a summary of some empirical 
results based on micro-data. The idea here is to provide the reader with an 
example of the power of empirical demand analysis and the attractiveness of 
working at  the individual household level. Given the different levels of 
aggregation and commodity grouping used in other empirical studies, it should 
be clear that comparison of estimated parameters (or elasticities for that 
matter) can be a hazardous activity. Working at  the household level reveals a 
more detailed analysis of the distribution of elasticities by household type and 
will also have implications for the degree of aggregation bias one might expect. 
These results, drawn from the Blundell et al. (1987) study, adopt the minimum 
chi-squared principle described in the previous section, to recover estimates of 
a seven good Almost Ideal model of demand from a pooled cross section over 
15 annual time series covering more than 65,000 non-pensioner households. 
These data are drawn from the annual U K  Family Expenditure Survey for the 
years 1970-84 and provide an  ideal basis for the application of the minimum 

2 E C S  98 
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chi-squared method. In one form or another this data base has been the 
cornerstone of many empirical studies of consumer behaviour including, for 
example, the papers by Atkinson and Stern ( I  g80), Browning et al. ( I  985), 
Muellbauer (1977) and Pollak and Wales (1981). 

O n  micro data the wide variation in demographic and other individual 
characteristics is all too evident. The extent to which price and income 
parameters vary with these characteristics is clearly important for the 
aggregation results described earlier in this Survey. Estimation results for the 
price and income variables in the homogeneity and symmetry constrained 
model are presented in Table I .  Here to account for the likely endogeneity and 
measurement error due to purchase infrequency discussed in Section I .q we 
have instrumented the total expenditure variable. As already mentioned many 
individual demographic, locational and labour market characteristics were 
allowed to enter each share equation and each of these was used as an 
instrument for the total expenditure variable. In addition instruments included 
normal disposable income, other prices, interest rates and local unemployment 
rates. It was' found necessary to interact the seasonal dummies (S,, S, and S,) 
and young child dummy (C) with the log of total expenditure In y. These are 

Table I 

Restricted Price and Income Parameter Estimates* 

Variable Food Alcohol Fuel Clothing Transport Services Other 

In PFOOD 0.096247 
(0.0 1006) 

In PALCL 0.0 I 2 r r 4 
(0,00687) 

In PFUEL -o.or 3891 

ln PCLO T H  
(0'00554) 
-0.00447 I 

(0.008 13) 
In PTRPT -0.040401 

(0.01I 20) 
In PSERV -0.01 5352 

(0.00830) 
In PFUEL -0.01389 I 

* Source: for Tables I ,  2 and 3: Blundell et al. (1987) Other explanatory variables included demographic, 
tenure, regional and seasonal dummies. 

Standard errors in parentheses. 
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presented along with the price coefficients in Table I .  I t  is comforting to note 
that many of the price coefficients are significant despite the large number of 
other characteristics allowed to influence expenditure shares. 

To  gauge the importance of working with individual data and to provide an 
example of the type of price and income elasticities one can expect to elicit from 
empirical demand systems of this type, Tables 2 (a) and 2 ( 6 )  provide a detailed 
description of Marshallian price and budget elasticities for households with and 
without children. It should be noted that our sample excludes all pensioners. 
In  Tables 3 (a) and 3 ( b )  a similar analysis is conducted for two of the 
commodity categories to assess the distribution of elasticities across households 
with differing income in our sample. These results show that household 
characteristics have important impacts on consumer behaviour acting both 
through income and price effects. 

Table 2 

Price and Income Elasticities 

Commodity Group 

Food Alcohol Fuel Clothing 'Transport Services 

( a )  Households with Children 
Budget elasticities 0.668 2.0 14 0.329 1.269 

Uncompensated price elasticities 
Food -0,494 -0.006 0'05 1 -0.005 
Alcohol -0,541 - 1'983 0'865 -0'136 
Fuel 0'342 -0'653 -0.747 -0.008 
Clothing -0'242 -0.030 -0.089 -0,852 
Transport -0404 0'276 -0'364 -0.023 
Services -0,629 0'020 -0.327 -0'143 

Compensated price elasticities 
Food -0'246 0,032 0'1 10 0'066 
Alcohol 0.210 - I ,869 1.043 0.080 
Fuel 0.464 0.671 -0'718 0'027 
Cloth 0'23I 0.042 0'023 -0.716 
Transport 0.048 0'345 -0'257 0.106 
Services -0'012 0'1 14 -0.181 0'034 

(6) Households wzthout Children 
Budget Elasticities 0'613 1'738 0.278 1.301 

Uncompensated Price Elasticities 
Food -0'431 0'00 I O'O5 7 -0'010 

Alcohol -0'355 - 1.731 0.635 -0.090 
Fuel 0.330 0.717 -0'733 -0.017 
Clothing -0.255 -0.040 -0'098 -0,830 
Transport -0'333 0'231 -0.308 -0.0I 8 
Services -0'504 0'006 -0,274 -0.115 

Compensated Price Elasticities 
Food -0'235 O.O49 0'107 0048 
Alcohol 0'20 I -1.596 0'777 0'076 
Fuel 0.419 '7739 -0.710 0'010 

Clothing 0.161 0.062 0.008 -0.706 
Transport 0'044 0'323 -0'212 0'095 
Services -0.007 0'127 -0.147 0'034 
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Table 3 
Distribution of Elasticities by Income Group 

Children No children All 

Income Percentile Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD 

( a )  Uncompensated Own Price Elasticities 

Food 

Low 5 % 0.06 -0.48 007 

6-10% 007 -0'44 010  


"-25 0//0 0.04 -040 0.10 

Mid 50 % 0.04 -0'32 009 

7690  % 0.10 -0.24 0'2 I 


Top 10% 0'23 -0'12 0'44 

A11 0.04 -0.29 007 


Fuel 

Low 5 q/o 004 -008 005 
6-1o0/o 0.04 -0.83 0.07 

11-25 % 003 -078 0.06 
Mid 50 % 003 -0.68 0.05 
7690  ?/o 008 -0'55 0.1I 

Top 10% 014 -041 0.19 
All 003 -0.65 0'04 

( b )  Income (Budget) Elasticities 

Food 

Low 5 005 067 0.06 

6-10% 006 064 008 


I 1-25 :/o 003 0.61 008 

Mid 50 0.03 056 006 

76-90 % 007 0.51 0.14 

Top 10% 0.15 043 028 

All 0.03 0'54 005 


Fuel 

Low 5 % 0.08 0'53 0.04 
6-10% 008 0'43 0 1 3  

I 1-25 % 005 0'35 0.1I 

Mid jo O h  004 017 008 
76-90 % 0' 13 -0.03 018 
Top 10% 0'23 -0'24 0 3I 

All 004 0 1 3  0.06 

In terms of the historical development of empirical demand analysis an 
important consideration is the degree of consistency between household 
behaviour and integrability conditions - homogeneity, symmetry and 
concavity. One interesting outcome of the empirical study described above is 
that homogeneity is acceptable across all goods. This contrasts markedly with 
results on aggregate data - see, for example, Deaton and Muellbauer (1g8oa). 
Moreover, both in the Deaton and Muellbauer study and in many that follow 
- Anderson and Blundell (19831, for example - dynamic misspecification is 
suggested as the root cause of homogeneity rejections. As was noted earlier in 
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the survey and emphasised by Stoker (1986), the omitted characteristics in 
aggregate models implied from this study may evolve in a way that is captured 
by the introduction of dynamic adjustment or trend like terms. 

The symmetry restriction is less coherent with data within the empirical 
illustration described above. The symmetry test has a Chi-Square value of 
79.20 with 15 degrees of freedom. However, further analysis suggests two 
possible problems with these results. First, is the degree of heteroscedasticity 
underlying the model and second the likely importance of interactions between 
prices and individual household characteristics. Neither of these two 
considerations are accounted for in Table I .  Adjusting for heteroscedasticity 
tends to lower the test statistic referred to above while allowing price 
coefficients to depend on characteristics may make symmetry more acceptable. 
Nevertheless, the symmetry and homogeneity constrained parameter estimates 
reported in. Table I display well determined coefficients with plausible values 
for the elasticities presented in Tables 2 and 3. By looking at  the matrix of 
compensated price elasticities in Table 2 it can be observed that own price 
effects are large and negative while the cross effects are generally positive. This 
shows a close adherence to concavity and taken together with the above results 
suggests, perhaps surprisingly, that integrability conditions are not too much at  
odds with observed micro behaviour once individual characteristics are 
allowed for. 

From the discussion in Section 1.4, the implications for work on aggregate 
data are clear. Even ignoring the interaction of the income and price 
coefficients with individual characteristics, aggregate models that explain 
demands in terms of price and total expenditure variables exclude many 
important explanatory factors. These factors - for example, the proportion of 
total expenditure associated with particular family size or tenure groups -
change over time in a way that is probably correlated with real total 
expenditure and relative price movements making it difficult to identify the 
separate effects from aggregate data. In  turn without the separate identification 
of these factors, it is difficult to test theoretical hypotheses concerning pure price 
and income terms. Once it is also acknowledged that the total expenditure, and 
to some extent price, coefficients in the estimated Almost Ideal model vary 
systematically with individual characteristics, then the conditions for exact 
aggregation described in Section 1.4 themselves fail. 

These results suggest particular care should be taken in interpreting 
estimated demand elasticities and tests of theoretical restrictions based on 
them from studies using aggregate data. They also suggest that a comparison 
of estimates either across different time periods or different countries in which 
important characteristics (or the income shares going to households with such 
characteristics) may not be constant and may very likely display coefficient 
instability. It is quite possible that polynomial time trends or dy-namic 
adjustment terms may correct for these omitted factors and thereby make 
results more comparable. However, the importance of these issues coupled with 
intertemporal considerations that will be raised in the next section point to 
exciting research areas that have yet to be satisfactorily explored. As a result, 
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in writing this survey paper, I have been drawn towards a more detailed 
discussion of these issues rather than towards a comparison of estimates from 
other empirical studies. However, a reasonably detailed list of empirical 
demand studies is to be found in the bibliography. 

Turning to dynamic considerations we may note from our discussion of 
intertemporal separability in Section 1.2 that, if intertemporal substitution is 
possible, then consumers will adjust the total expenditure variable in response 
to intertemporal price and interest rate changes. In  order to assess, therefore, 
the total effect of price and other variables on consumer behaviour one cannot 
simply work within the models described in this section. Moreover, if 
intertemporal separability is not satisfied then the two-stage budgeting rules for 
life-cycle expenditure allocations which can be used to justify most of the 
'static' models described in this section, will be subject to misspecification and 
may not even recover within period preference parameters consistently. I t  is to 
the assessment of these intertemporal issues and the dynamic process of 
consumer behaviour to which we now turn. 

11. T H E  L I F E - C Y C L E  M O D E L  A N D  D Y N A M I C  C O N S U M E R  B E H A V I O U R  

11. I .  Overview 

At the aggregate consumption level some form of dynamic behaviour has 
usually been incorporated in empirical specification. Broadly speaking two 
types of model have emerged - those that take a more traditional time series 
view of the dynamic specification leaving theory to play most of its role in the 
long run or steady state solution and those that explicitly incorporate forward 
looking behaviour distinguishing between unanticipated and anticipated 
effects. Both of these approaches have their drawbacks just as both have led to 
major developments in our understanding of intertemporal consumer be-
haviour. The forward looking models are in principle better suited to policy 
analysis since they can identify the effect of an unanticipated temporary or 
permanent shock which in turn reflects many policy changes. However, the 
dynamic paths and underlying preferences in the majority of the empirical 
specifications of these models are highly restrictive. They have tended to ignore 
;djustment problems, habits and liquidity constraints and have been subjected 
to the apparently contradictory criticisms of both excess sensitivity to current 
income changes and excess smoothness of consumption. Moreover, empirical 
work a t  the aggregate level generally appeals to the notion of a representative 
consumer, even though modelling dynamic behaviour places even stricter 
aggregation conditions than those discussed in Section 1.4 since agents must 
now be comparable across time. Indeed, unless individuals entering the 
population can be assumed to take on the same expectations and place in the 
wealth distribution as individuals leaving, estimation will generally result in 
some degree of aggregation bias. 

As with all good empirical research, a synthesis of these two strands of 
research is producing a new breed of dynamic forward looking models which 
appear a good deal more satisfactory. Even more encouraging, although not 
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without its own difficulties, is the application to individual panel data where -
aggregation bias, at  least, is removed. I t  is these recent developments on which 
I wish to concentrate. However, before turning to the importance of the debate 
over life-cycle models and dynamics, we briefly return to the models of the 
previous section to evaluate their place in all this. 

Although apparently static, we noted earlier that under intertemporal two 
stage budgeting the models of the previous sections can be given a life-cycle 
consistent interpretation. This will be dealt with in more detail in the next 
section where the simplest, and to some extent most popular, life-cycle models 
are considered more critically. Nevertheless, it is correct to say that models in 
which disaggregated commodity expenditures are explained in terms of within 
period prices and the total current period expenditure allocation can easily be 
generated by an intertemporally separable life-cycle model. In this application 
of a two-stage budgeting, (expected) life-cycle wealth is allocated across periods 
so as to equalise the discounted marginal utility of wealth while each period's 
optimal allocation is distributed across goods. This simple idea applies equally 
well to models of the joint determination of commodity demand and labour 
supply decisions. However, the intertemporal separability assumption on 
which they rest is precisely that which rules out the liquidity constraints, habits 
and explicit dynamics alluded to above. 

I t  is worth, at  this stage, stressing the strength of the capital markets 
assumptions which enable the budget constraint to be written as a single 
additive life time (expected) wealth constraint. Where borrowing is restricted 
by asset levels or some fixed multiple of current earnings, additional constraints 
may well bind, thus invalidating the simple perfect capital markets model (see 
Mariger (19873) and Hayashi (1985 b) ,  for example). Moreover, as King 
(1986) demonstrates, a differential rate between borrowing and lending 
ensures that marginal utility may not be equalised. These issues seem 
particularly relevant for interpreting the relationship between macro and 
micro estimates of intertemporal consumer behaviour since a good deal of the 
empirical evidence (Hall and Mishkin (1982), for example) suggests that the 
importance of capital market imperfections may differ systematically across 
the population. 

The problem for empirical analysis in this life-cycle or dynamic framework 
is choosing the most appropriate avenues for generalisation that maintain some 
degree of parsimony. The debates in this area are by no means over and the 
choice of model will, as ever, be determined by the objective to which the model 
is to be used. However, whether one is working with a pooled time series of cross 
sections, a true household panel or simply with aggregate time series there are 
clear avenues which must be explored in order to evaluate the restrictiveness 
of any assumed specification. As this survey is designed specifically to 
investigate the interplay between theory and testing, our initial discussion in 
the next section will be concerned with the restrictiveness of the (implicit) 
theoretical models of consumer behaviour underlying various of the life-cycle 
specifications. 
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11. 2 .  Empirical Representations of Life-Cycle Models 

Initially we shall assume that consumers have perfect foresight and that utility 
is separable over time. In  each period decisions are made so as to maximise 
discounted lifetime utility subject to time and asset constraints with perfectly 
predicted future market wages, prices, transfer income and demographic 
characteristics. 

An attraction of the time separable life-cycle framework is the ease by which 
the perfect foresight assumption can be relaxed so as to allow uncertainty and 
replanning. This is not altogether surprising since, as we saw in Section 1.2, the 
separability assumption allows the direct application of two-stage budgeting 
theory and ensures that life-cycle consistent current demands can be written in 
terms of a single variable capturing both past decisions and future anticipations. 
With uncertainty or dynamic replanning care needs to be taken in assessing the 
exogeneity of any explanatory factors; however, in this case the theoretical 
model also provides a partition of variables into those that may be assumed 
exogenous for the purposes of estimating intertemporal preference parameters. 

Defining x, to be the choice vector in period s, lifetime utility in any period 
' t '  may be written as the following discounted sum of (concave twice 
differentiable) period by period utility indices U,(x,) 

U: = Cs$S-tUs(~s)  for s = t, .. . ,L, (46) 

where L is the number of periods in the lifetime of the household decision maker 
and $ ( = I / ( I  +a)) represents the subjective time discount factor (see. Ghez 
and Becker, 1975). Although x, can easily include leisure or labour supply 
components, for ease of illustration it will initially be assumed to include 
consumption goods alone. Life-cycle utility is then maximised subject to the 
combination of a within period budget identity 

where y, is total period s consumption expenditure, and the asset accumulation 
constraint 

Ys = Ps +r, A,-, -4, 
where y, is the sum of earned and transfer income p,, interest income r, A,-, and 
asset decumulation -AA,; A, being the level of household assets at the end of 
period s, r, the certain rate of interest earned on A,-, during period s and A is 
the first difference operator. AA, is therefore the change in assets over period 
s- I .  In developing this life-cycle framework we have added the crucial perfect 
capital markets condition. Under this assumption the interest rate r, is 
independent of current net worth A, so that given perfect foresight any amount 
of future labour or nonlabour income can be discounted into current period 
income. In this case a sequence of asset levels A, or savings decisions for 
s = I , ...,L can be freely chosen so as to maximise life-cycle utility. 

T o  complete this outline of the life-cycle framework it is useful to combine the 
two budget 'constraints' above to define the following life-time wealth 
cons train t 

C,P;X,= (1+rt)At-1+Csp, 
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where each C, refers to summation for s = t, . . .,L and where for convenience 
we define all prices, wage rates and transfer incomes to be discounted back to 
period t. If x,-contains ;leisure' time as well as goods then y, can be redefined 
to represent full income as described in Section I. I .  A fuller description of the 
life-cycle model incorporating labour market considerations is developed in 
Blundell (1986). For the most part it will be convenient to interpret yt to be 
total consumption expenditure. However, this is equivalent to assuming that 
life-cycle utility (46) is explicitly additive in goods and labour supply. The 
marginal utility of consumption in any period is then completely independent 
of current period labour supply decisions - except for their effect on life-cycle 
wealth. Although we shall argue later that explicit additivity assumptions of 
this kind are excessively restrictive and largely unnecessary, they have been 
commonly adopted in empirical studies of intertemporal consumption 
behaviour and serve as a useful starting point for our discussion. - * 

Under the two-stage budgeting allocation of total consumption expenditure 
in period t of the life-cycle, y, is given by 

where g, is homogeneous of degree zero in discounted prices p,, p,+,,.. . ,p, and 
wealth K.If perfect foresight is relaxed g,( .) can be replaced by its conditional 
expectation given information in period t. I t  is clear from (48) that g , ( . )  
accounts for the influence of all future expectations doncerning economic (and 
demographic) variables on current period as well as for the influence of past 
decisions through A,-, in Tq. 

The demand models of the previous section which explained commodity 
demands as a function of within period prices and total expenditure are 
therefore fully consistent with this life-cycle story. However, if the life-cycle 
model is valid, we can see from (48) that the price elasticities generated from 
these demand equations will not describe the full effects of a price change. In 
general price changes will affect the period allocation of total expenditure 
through the life-cycle 'consumption function ' (48). The second stage allocation 
then determines within period demands according to 

where d, is a vector of 'standard ' Marshallian demand equations homogeneous 
of degree zero in the price vector p, and the conditioning variable y,. 

Should there be a corner solution or other binding constraint on an element 
of x,, the forms of the demand equations for all remaining choice variables will 
generally change. The effect of a corner in the budget constraint is precisely the 
same as described in the 'static' models of Section 1.3 so long as the total 
expenditure variable y, is correctly measured in each of the regimes. Binding 
constraints on x, where s > t will simply alter the form of (48) and will have no 
direct impact on (49). Indeed, where the emphasis is on estimating life-cycle 
consistent within period preferences, the precise form for g,( .)  in (48) across 
regimes is unimportant. 

Under certain representations for U,(x,) in (46), the total expenditure 
equation (48) takes particularly convenient forms. For example, from Section 
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1 . 1  we have seen that where within period commodity allocations are 
homothetic the corresponding indirect utility functions can be written solely in 
terms of real consumption expenditure ys/P(ps), where P(ps) is an appropriate 
price index. Defining cs to be ys/P(ps), we may then replace each Us(xs) by the 
indirect utility measure Vs(cs). Then, assuming a quadratic form for V,( .), 
equation (48) becomes 

ctPt = r y ,  (50) 

where pt = P(p,) and where we have also assumed a real interest rate equal to 
the subjective discount rate S and an infinite horizon. This in turn may be 
written more familiarly as 

ct = r* W:, (51) 

where r* is the real interest rate and WT is real life-cycle wealth as seen or 
expected in period t. From (50) and j5-1) we can see that consumption is 
allocated to 'low cost' periods in such a way as to equalise expenditure. Notice 
that in deriving this consumption model we have not only restricted the form 
of within period preferences to be homothetic but have also restricted the form 
of intertemporal preferences - both through the explicit additivity assumptions 
(across the life-cycle and between consumption and other decisions) and 
through the choice of monotonic transformation on within period preferences 
over consumption goods. These together permit the extremely simple 
description of the life-cycle consumption path described above. 

Although (50) and (51) are based on strong underlying preference 
restrictions they serve as a useful illustration of the predictions of life-cycle 
theory. Under uncertainty, for example, specific expressions for the movement 
of consumption behaviour over time can be derived. More precisely in moving 
from period t to t+ I ,  once real interest rates are assumed constant it is only 
through the discounted income terms p,,,, p,,,, etc. in (47) that revisions to 
wealth can occur. As a result, if we define E,,, and E, to be the expectation 
operator conditional on period t + I and period t information respectively, then 
apart from transitory consumption effects, revisions to real consumption take 
the form OD 

Ct+1- Ct = r* x (Et+1-Et)P,, (52) 
S = t 

where p now refers to real (discounted) income. For example, if real 
(undiscounted) income follows a random walk so that ( I  + r*) p, = ps-,+e, 
where es is an unpredictable innovation, then the right-hand side of (52) 
reduces to e, alone. That is consumption would adjust to take full account of 
the latest innovation or 'surprise' in real income. An extremely attractive 
alternative way of expressing (52) is provided by the 'rainy day' saving 
equation of Campbell (1987) (see also Deaton and Campbell (1987)). If we 
define st to be real saving in period t then we may write 

explaining saving as the present value of expected declines in discounted real 
income. Of course, more complicated forms for preferences, real interest rates 
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and the process generating real income may be adopted but the basic idea, 
developed by Hall (1978), that consumption responds only to unpredictable 
events underlies all 'surprise' consumption models. 

Although extremely convenient for both estimation and interpretation 
surprise models like (52) rest on extremely strong restrictions both on within 
and between period preferences. In order to assess these specifications of the 
time separable life-cycle model and their extensions more formally, it is worth 
turning to the first order Euler conditions for the intertemporal utility 
maximising problem (see Heckman and MaCurdy (1980) or Hansen and 
Singleton (1983)) in which 

autlaxit = Atpit, (53) 

and 7 t + l  At+, = At (54) 

for each good i = I , .  . . ,n and all time periods t = I , .  ..,L- I .  In  (53) and (54) 
the Lagrange multiplier At  represents the marginal utility of wealth in period 
t and rt+,is the discount factor [# ( I  +r,+,)]. In equation (54) the marginal 
utility of wealth in each period can be seen to provide the link between current 
and other period decisions. Indeed, apart from the discount factor, each xi, is 
chosen in such a way that marginal utility is kept constant over the life-cycle. 
Rearranging (53) to express within period demands xi, in terms of p, and A, 
generates the Frisch or h-constant demand equations. In this formulation 
marginal utility A, acts as a summary of between period allocations and 
therefore performs the same function as y, in (49) above representing the 
(expected) evolution of future variables. Each Frisch or h-constant demand 
may then be written 

Xit  = f i t  ( ~ t ,At)  3 

which is homogenous of degree zero in p, and A;'. 
The general properties of demand equations (55) are described in detail 

in Browning et al. (1985) and provide direct measures of the degree of 
intertemporal substitution. For example, the price derivatives of (55) 
conditional on A, represent the effect of fully anticipated price changes. An 
important advantage of using (55) directly is that the Euler equation (54) can 
be usefully exploited to eliminate A, in empirical implementation on time series 
or panel data. Under certain forms for (55) this will result in a system of first 
differenced commodity demand and labour supply functions similar to the 
surprise model above and attributable to the work of MaCurdy (1981 a). 

An equivalent derivation of the h-constant model is given by Browning et al. 
(1985) using the individual's profit function defined by 

T(P,, I lht)  = max[Utlht -C(P,, Ut)1, (56) 
Ut 

where C(p,, U,) is the consumer's expenditure or cost function as defined in 
Section 1.1. The profit function ~ ( p , ,  I /&)  is linear homogeneous in p, and 
I/&, decreasing in p, and increasing in ~ l h , .  The h-constant demands 
are derived from the negative of the price derivatives of n, i.e. 
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Equations (57) are equivalent to demands derived from a rearrangement of 

(53). 
In comparison to the y-conditional models of Section 1.2 the A-constant 

demands directly measure the parameters of intertemporal substitution and 
therefore require an  explicit choice for the complete description of life-cycle 
utility (46). That  is any system of A-constant demands rests on the choice of a 
particular monotonic transformation of within period preferences. For 
example, if we represent within period preferences by a quasi-homothetic 
indirect utility with a logarithmic monotonic transformation (i.e. G { . )is the log 
transformation and a = I in (23)), then the marginal utility A, is simply given 

In this case the A-constant demands take the form 

If time series or panel data were available A, could be written using (54) in 
terms of initial period marginal utility A,. If b,,( ) / b , (  ) were constant as in the 
LES model, A, would enter as a fixed or individual specific effect over the 
panel. 

In most empirical representations of the life-cycle model the consumer is 
allowed to be uncertain about future prices, wages and other relevant future 
events. Revisions to life-cycle wealth occur as new information or 'surprises' 
arise. In  this case it is expected life-cycle utility that is maximised and the Euler 
equation (54) is replaced by 

Et(~t+lAt+l)= At' (60) 

Hansen and Singleton (1983) use this condition directly to derive an  optimal 
estimator for the time separable model and we will discuss some further details 
of this approach in Section 11.3. Combining (53) or (55) with (60) provides an  
extremely attractive framework for analysing life-cycle demand systems. For 
example, if we assume sufficient conditions on preferences so that marginal 
utility can be written in terms of real consumption alone then we can use (60) 
to generate the surprise consumption models described earlier. 

As an illustration we can examine how (60) could generate the loglinear 
surprise models popularised by Breeden (1g7g), Mankiw et al. (1985) and 
Heckman and MaCurdy (1980) among others. We first assume that the 
distribution of T,,, A,,, can be approximated by a lognormal with (conditional) 
variance n,2, so that E, ln (T,,, A,,,) = In E(T,+, A,,,) +in:. Combining this 
result with (60) the consequent revision of A,,, is given by 

where e,,, is a random variable representing all new information. Indeed, from 
condition ( 6 0 ) ~  e,+, is by definition independent of all information dated t or 
earlier. In the case where A, is a non-stochastic function of the expenditure 
variable y,, (61) defines a straightforward dynamic process for y, and therefore 
a dynamic process for life-cycle savings and consumption. Where In A can be 
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assumed proportional to the log of consumption, (61) reduces to a simple first 
differenced log consumption model similar to (52) above. These models and 
the restrictions underlying them will be further discussed in Section 11.3. Even 
though the models impose strong conditions on intertemporal and atemporal 
preferences, their simplicity and the properties of the innovation error e,,, have 
made them popular in empirical research. 

The underlying dynamics of the intertemporally separable models discussed 
above are not easy to extend in a theoretically consistent manner while 
retaining empirical tractability. Anderson and Blundell ( I 983, I 984), for 
example, start with the time separable specification of the y-conditional model 
and generalise that structure by allowing flexible interrelated dynamics. This 
assumes that the y-conditional model represents steady state behaviour but 
does not capture disequilibrium short-run responses. These 'ad hoc' dis-
equilibrium dynamic models clearly act as a useful test of intertemporal 
separability and can be partially rationalised in a life-cycle framework. 
However, where intertemporal separability is rejected their use in policy 
analysis is limited to the extent that they do not identify the separate sources 
of dynamic adjustment. For this objective some sort of theoretical model' of 
short-run adjustment under uncertainty is required that relaxes the time 
separability assumption. 

Deriving theoretical models that are fully consistent with life-cycle utility 
maximisation under costs of adjustment or habit persistence, for example, is in 
principle a straightforward extension of the previous discussion. The remainder 
of this section will briefly examine some of the rather more popular ways of 
relaxing the critical separability assumption. T o  begin with we will consider 
specifications where (expected) life-cycle utility (46) is replaced by 

where the presence of xt-, may reflect adjustment costs in consumption 
(Weissenberger, 1983) or habit persistence (Pollak and Wales, 1982; Boyer, 
I 982 ; Phlips and Spinnewyn, I 98 I ; Spinnewyn, 1981 and Muellbauer and 
Pashardes, 1982). The first order conditions are now written 

with E,(T,+, At f l -A , )  = o as before and retain homogeneity in terms of I /A,  
and prices pi,. 

Under certain circumstances the explicitly dynamic form of life-cycle 
expected utility considered in the model above can be reduced by a suitable 
transformation of variables into simple forms that correspond to those 
considered in the time separable case. For example, in the habit persistence 
model where utility in each period is defined over consumption after removing 
habitual consumption (see Pollak (1970)), (63) reduces to a system similar 
to the time separable RiIarshallian demand model. However, in this case each 
price term depends on the whole future of expected prices. Xevertheless, this 
model forms the basis of the useful studies of Spinnewyn (1981) and Muellbauer 
and Pashardes ( I  982). 
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As an alternative to the procedure of breaking time separability by adding 
in lags to the arguments of direct utility, Browning (1g87a) has developed a 
useful class of non-separable models using the profit function representation of 
preferences. The idea is to extend the A-constant or Frisch demands described 
above to include prices from other periods. That  is we may wish to extend the 
profit function (56) so that each demand equation becomes 

where pt+,and pt-, refer to appropriately discounted future and past prices. 
The reason for their inclusion is shown to derive from the form of the 
consumer's profit function under non-separability. If we write the profit 
function corresponding to period t preferences as r(pt-,,  pt ,  1/At), then the A-
constant demands are given by 

analogous to (63) above. Since the Euler equation for At  is still valid the 
Hansen and Singleton approach to estimation can be adopted. The form of the 
profit function in this case is the mirror image of the habit persistence model 
with first order dynamics. Indeed, the form of (65) will often allow the 
elimination of A t  using the within period budget constraint so that non-
separable analogues to the y-conditional models can be recovered. Just as in the 
time separable model these may, in certain situations, turn out to be more 
useful in estimation than the corresponding Euler equation form. These issyes 
and others will be raised in more detail in the next two sections where we turn 
to estimation and empirical evidence. 

11. 3. Preference Restrictions and Estimation in Intertemporally Separable Models 

In order to assess the restrictions underlying any specification of the life-cycle 
model, it is necessary to define a suitable measure of intertemporal substitution. 
Following Browning (1985), the elasticity which measures the A-constant 
proportionate change in current period expenditure from a uniform change in 
current period prices can be written 

where 5 is the y-derivative of indirect utility. Interestingly, 0 is the inverse of 
the standard risk aversion measure since it reflects the concavity of the 
monotonic transformation of within period preferences. Consider, for example, 
the log linear transformation of quasi-homothetic preferences (i.e. G{ .) is the 
log transformation and a = I in (23)). The intertemporal elasticity is then 
given by 

Since this elasticity measure summarises intertemporal substitution behaviour 
it provides a useful way of evaluating the flexibility underlying particular forms 
for life-cycle models. 

As we saw in Section 11.2 there is no real need for the first order conditions 
underlying the intertemporally separable model to be linear or loglinear. 
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Indeed, the Euler equation approach laid out by Hansen and Singleton (1983) 
allows quite general nonlinear forms for marginal utility. However, nonlinear 
forms will generally require that time varying stochastic terms enter only 
through innovations in marginal utility. Where measurement error is likely to 
be serious one may wish to choose a linear differenced specification precisely 
because it can be seen to relax this restriction. Nevertheless, the linear or log- 
linear models have a cost in so far as rather tighter restrictions on within period 
and intertemporal substitution than one would usually like to assume are 
imposed. 

For the estimation of h-constant or Euler equation models an instrumental 
variable estimator is suggested directly from the properties of the innovation 
error - e,+, in (61), for example. As an illustration, consider the case where the 
demand equations from (53) or the derivatives of the profit function can be 
expressed with a term linear in lnh,. This clearly contains the loglinear 
consumption models referred to above and as also noted above the 
unobservable marginal utility of wealth in such models can be eliminated by 
first differencing. The resulting differenced model now contains the innovation 
error e,,, as part of its disturbance term. The conditional variance term may 
either be assumed constant or used to assess the importance of risk terms in 
consumption. Although e,,, will not be independent of variables dated t +  I 

appearing on the right-hand side of the differenced model that are not fully 
anticipated, it will be independent of variables dated t or earlier. Provided 
there are no time aggregation problems (see Hall (1985), for discussion), a 
simple consistent estimator can therefore be derived using variables dated t or 
earlier as instruments. In their generalisation of this linear estimator, Hansen 
and Singleton (1983) exploit the orthogonality condition underlying the Euler 
condition to derive a general nonlinear instrumental variable estimator. 

Empirical applications to individual expenditure or labour supply decisions 
have generally required the h-constant demands take the form: 

here g(.) is a log or linear transformation, di is a vector of constant unknown 
parameters for the ith equation and f (pt )  is a known function of p,. Using (61) 
the model may then be written (assuming a constant discount factor) as the 
following linear differenced specification 

This equation represents a reasonably typical form for empirical versions of the 
time separable h-constant equation models under uncertainty. For example, 
Attfield and Browning (1985) rather neatly exploit the symmetry and 
homogeneity restrictions on a system of h-constant demands to derive consistent 
estimators of the d, parameters. 

A number of recent papers (Blundell et al., 1985; Browning, 1986 and 
Nickell, 1986) have noted restrictions imposed on life-cycle and within period 
preferences from estimating models of the form (68) and (69). Working with 
the loglinear transformation for g ( . ) ,  the form of (69) generally requires the 
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utility derivative in (53) be a function of xi, alone. That  is, U, must be explicitly 
additive over time and goods. In this case the general form for h-constant 
demands takes the form 

as in Heckman and MaCurdy (1980). This explicit additivity restriction on 
atemporal preferences may be generalised but only at the expense of assuming 
homothetic preferences. That  is, relaxing additivity in (70)  requires unitary 
within period full income elasticities. For demand equations linear in xi,, 
Browning et al. (1985) use the profit function to derive an alternative class of 
models. Moreover, their class of models implies neither explicit additivity nor 
homothetic preferences. I t  does, however, impose some strong restrictions on 
within-period and intertemporal preferences. 

The h-constant demands corresponding to (68) in the Browning et al. class 
are of the form 

xit = ni (p t )  -ki Inpit-k, -k, In At,  

where n,(p,) is the ith price (or wage) derivative of a general linear 
homogeneous function of prices n ( p , )  and ki is some unknown parameter. Since 
n, can contain price interactions additivity is relaxed. Within-period preferences 
are quasi-homothetic (see (9))  with necessary costs are given by 

and the price index for supernumerary consumption is given by 

As b(p,)describes the substitution possibilities for richer individuals (those with 
large supernumerary consumption) the Leontief form for b(p,) implies these 
substitution effects tend to zero as consumption increases. Intertemporal 
preferences are also restricted through this choice of preferences. T o  see this 
consider the corresponding indirect utility function which has exponential 
form 

implying an intertemporal elasticity @, = -b,(p,)/y,. Although, the inter- 
temporal elasticity @ in this exponential case is always negative it approaches 
zero as the income allocation y, increases. For an arbitrarily rich household 
therefore this intertemporal elasticity of substitution is zero. This contrasts 
rather dramatically with the loglinear transformation whose corresponding 
intertemporal elasticity is given in (67) and which is bounded between zero 
and - I approaching - I as the income allocation y, rises. The loglinear 
transformation allows the elasticity to grow away from zero with increasing 
income whereas the exponential transformation assumes the opposite. 

I t  is useful to contrast these approaches with the alternatives that recover 
life-cycle consistent within period preferences by substituting out the 
unobservable marginal utility of wealth across two or more contemporaneous 
decisions (see Altonji, 1982, 1983) or eliminate it using the within period 
budget constraint (see Betancourt, 1971; Blundell and Walker, 1986 and 
MaCurdy, I 983). Where the monotonic transformation of within period 
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preferences is fixed and not estimated as in the log case (59) or the explicitly 
additive case (70), the parameters estimated from such alternative repre- 
sentations are sufficient to identify all intertemporal substitution elasticities. 
Moreover, these estimates of within period preferences are invariant to the 
choice of monotonic transformation. In general one should attempt to work 
with a specification that breaks the tight structure placed on preferences in the 
models described above. However, as was noted above as soon as a nonlinear 
Euler equation is specified estimation requires tighter restrictions on the 
stochastic components of the model. 

In an interesting application, MaCurdy (1983) uses standard Marshallian 
demands to recover within period preference parameters as in the alternative 
procedures described above. Given these parameters the remaining inter- 
temporal parameters are estimated from the Euler condition. This seems 
possibly the most attractive estimation procedure for the time separable model. 
In  the case of the quasi-homothetic model, this would involve estimating the y- 
conditional model and constructing [y, -at (pt)]/b, (p,)for each time period of 
data available (having chosen a normalisation for the parameters of b,(pt)). If 
we define this variable as real supernumerary outlay (income) yZ then, 
introducing new intertemporal parameters a, and P, we could define a suitable 
monotonic transformation of within period preferences as 

K = at (yZIP/P (P< 1 )  (75) 

similar to the transformation of within period preferences adopted by MaCurdy 
(1983). In  this case the intertemporal elasticity of substitution @ equals 
( I  -at/yt)/(P- I )  and marginal utility is given by 

At = ( P,).at ( ~ Z ) ~ - l l b t  (76) 

Using the Euler equation for A, described by (60) we can then identify P and 
a, from a first difference model of the form 

where p = I / ( I  - P )  The intertemporal parameters can probably be most 
effectively recovered using panel data observations given the estimates of b t ( . )  
and yl. Of course, there is no reason why quasi-homothetic preferences should 
be adopted and it may be preferred to recover within period preferences from 
a general nonlinear demand system of the PIGL type. 

As one might have inferred from the discussion of equation (61) above, the log 
differenced model ( 7 2 )  relates directly to the log linear 'surprise' consumption/ 
savings models. T o  be able to define y, over consumption expenditure alone we 
have already seen that consumption and labour supply have to be assumed 
explicitly additively separable in the life-cycle utility. Then, setting a(p)  to zero 
and approximating b(p) by the retail price index, y: becomes equal to real 
consumers' expenditure c, and (77) may be written 

A lnc, = pA lna,+p(lnr,-A lnb,) +et. (78) 

Since In rt N r, -8 the second term on the right-hand side of (78) is equivalent 
to the real interest term introduced by Muellbauer (1983) and Wickens and 
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Molana (1984). The intertemporal elasticity 0 is now directly measured by 
-p.  However current dated variables in (78) may still be correlated with the 
error term and as a result instrumental variable estimation is required to 
recover the intertemporal substitution parameters consistently. Where there 
are many assets with uncertain returns, an Euler equation of the form (78) will 
exist for each asset (see Hansen and Singleton (1983)) and - p  will continue to 
measure the intertemporal elasticity. However, multiple asset information 
enables the degree of risk aversion to be separately identified (see Hall 

(1985)). 
Where labour supply is included in estimation (or where explicit additive 

separability between time and goods is not assumed) rationing in the labour 
market from one period to the next will be reflected in the determination of 
savings or consumption behaviour through the price aggregators a ( .) and b( .) . 
In periods where constraints occur, unconstrained elements of x, will depend 
on the level of the rationed goods through the virtual price or wage. In this case 
these prices (and wages) for rationed goods can be replaced in the Euler 
condition for the unrationed demands by virtual price or wage. This provides 
a simple way of introducing unemployment or rationing into the savings 
function as has been suggested by King (1985) among others. Once explicit 
additivity between goods and leisure in life-cycle utility is relaxed, the level of 
labour supply or the wage in any period directly affects the marginal utility of 
consumption in that period. In this case the life-cycle consumption path will 
not be smoothed independently of labour market decisions and falls in 
consumption may occur during periods of unemployment or during retirement. 

11. 4. Aggregation, Excess Sensitivity and the Evaluation of Empirical Evidence 

Aggregation. In order to assess the empirical evidence on life-cycle and dynamic 
behaviour and the debates therein it is worth extending the aggregation issues 
described in Section 1.4 to cover the case of intertemporal models. The work 
of Stoker (1986) referred to in that section could have a particularly important 
bearing here because of the dynamic misspecification he observed when 
estimating aggregate consumption-income models. Similarly, corner solutions, 
rationing and liquidity constraints may well lead to misspecification at the 
aggregate level. More importantly perhaps for aggregation are the stationarity 
assumptions that need to be placed on the evolution of the population over 
time. These assumptions essentially rule out cohort specific effects since the 
'representative consumer' results only hold if new individuals take the place of 
individuals leaving the sample. Also related to the aggregation issue is the 
argument by King (1986) for a piecewise nonlinear Euler equation reflecting 
the nonlinear nature of the interest rate facing individuals as they move from 
saving to higher levels of borrowing. All of these arguments suggest that 
analysis at a more micro or at least cohort based level would be preferable. 
However, there is no one micro data set that is ideally suited to all aspects of 
life-cycle modelling and therefore it is worth going through each of these issues 
in order to assess their likely impact on aggregate estimates of consumption 
behaviour. 
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Turning first to aggregation in the simple Euler equation model we work 

within a linear model since nonlinear models will not generally aggregate 
except where there are sufficient restrictions placed on the evolution of the 
mean in relation to the other moments of the distribution (see Section 1.4). If 
utility is exponential and additive across goods (see MaCurdy (1986), for 
example), the h-constant demand for household h corresponding to (70) has 
the form 

which is a restrictive form of the Browning et al. (1985) model (see equation 
(71)). Indeed, where prices are constant across individuals in any time period 
the complete Browning et al. (1985) model will aggregate in the manner 
described below. This is assuming all individual specific characteristics enter 
linearly in (79). Before aggregation can take place we also require conditions 
on the stochastic terms entering the following individual level Euler equation 

Splitting e,,,,, into its macro component and micro component, ut+, and st+,,, 
respectively, and provided these two components are mutually independent 
(79) and (80) can be written 

where Xi,+, refers to per capita summation of xi,+,,, over the population and so 
on. 

In deriving (81) it is implicitly assumed that it is the same individuals in each 
period over which aggregation occurs. If they are not the same then certain 
stationarity assumptions are required. Essentially new entrants must take the 
place (in terms of intertemporal preferences and wealth) of those leaving the 
population. This precludes cohort specific effects and suggests that aggregatioq 
over individuals by cohort may be more acceptable. However, aggregation of' 
this type (as adopted by Browning et al. (1985)) requires accurate cohort level 
data. This would usually be built up from cross-section surveys in which case 
it may be better to use the individual survey level data directly to estimate in 
two steps following the procedure suggested for equation (77). Indeed, we 
might well expect preferences to change across cohorts and the proportion of 
the population in any stage of the life-cycle to change over time. In this case 
it is risky to assume that a linear differenced model of the form (8 I ), even if true 
at the micro level, will accurately estimate the intertemporal price elasticity 
(k, in equation (79)) from aggregate data. Adding in factors ;o capture the 
changes in the higher order moments of the characteristics of the population 
may at least indicate the degree of bias. 

Where corner solutions, rationing or piecewise linear marginal rates of 
return prevail, aggregation problems become quite severe. As an illustration 
consider first the corner solution case developed for the intertemporal labour 
supply model by MaCurdy ( I 985). Following the framework developed for 
aggregating over corner solutions in Section 1.4we define an indicator variable 
It, which equals unity if there is an interior solution and zero for a corner 
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solution. Underlying this indicator is the latent variable ch= z,', P +  v,, as in 
equation (37). Assuming the linear specification (79) is valid for the commodity 
in question, observed expenditure is now given by 

Corresponding to equation (36) is the aggregate difference equation 

where N, again refers to the per buyer average and where 0, is again 
proportional to the normal density evaluated at Z,' P. Clearly there is no longer 
an aggregate linear difference equation and in particular Ot-O,-l cannot be 
written in terms of the difference in Z,. As a result, interpreting the coefficient 
on In P,-lnP,-, in (81) as a measure of intertemporal elasticity in the case 
where there is rationing or corner solutions is likely to be unreliable 

These illustrations highlight the problems of aggregation in life-cycle models 
where individuals can be in different regimes of behaviour. Another example 
of this can arise under liquidity constraints. Indeed, where liquidity constraints 
act as a binding constraint on behaviour - borrowing constrained to be less 
than net worthwould be a good example - a much like the corner 
solution case occurs and a similar analysis of aggregation bias will prevail. 
Where there exists a wedge between borrowing and lending rates of interest, 
King (1986) has developed a useful asymmetric information model. In this 
model the borrowing rate exceeds the lending rate and borrowers may default 
but are monitored so as not to exploit the consequences of default. The 
consumer may either then choose to lend, stay at  the kink point determined by 
the wedge, borrow with no risk of default or borrow with risk. In  equilibrium 
this leads to four regimes of behaviour and in each case a different Euler 
equation. 

Working within the Euler equation (77), those households who are neither 
at  a kink or in risk of default, find this wedge alters the discount factor T, so as 
to reflect the appropriate borrowing or lending rate. For those at  the kink, on 
the other hand, the next period consumption level simply equals the next 
period exogenous expected income plus forecast error. Finally, for those in risk 
of default - borrowing in excess of net worth - a probability term is 
incorporated to reflect the chance of default occurring in which case only a 
basic 'subsistence' consumption level is achieved. These regimes are clearly 
endogenous just as in the corner solution case and aggregation would again 
involve summing across regimes much as in (83) above. 

The Evidence. As in the discussion of disaggregate models in Section I, I have 
used this survey to evaluate the interplay between theoretical and empirical 
considerations rather than providing a catalogue of empirical estimates. To  
date the evidence on intertemporal elasticities is mixed and from our discussion 
above may simply reveal the underlying nature of the model being estimated 
rather than the process underlying the data itself. For this reason the studies 
described below will refer more to evaluation rather than estimation of the life- 
cycle model and will also reflect the bias in this survey towards micro-data 
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based models. The literature in this area is still in-its infancy and has generally 
focused on the degree to which the simplest of the intertemporally separable 
models described above can adequately summarise the path of consumers' 
expenditure. I t  has largely ignored the issue of time separability and the 
interaction of goods with labour supply decisions, emphasising instead the 
importance of liquidity constraints and the implied excess sensitivity of 
consumption to movements in current disposable income. 

These are indeed important issues and perhaps the most impressive recent 
contributions to this debate are those of Hall and Mishkin (1982), Hayashi 
(1985), Blinder and Deaton (1g85), Deaton (1985), Altonji and Siow ( I  g85), 
Altonji et al. (1986), Muellbauer and Bover ( I  g86), MaCurdy (1986), Mariger 
(1g87a,b )  and Campbell and Deaton (1987). These studies use a variety of 
data sources both a t  the aggregate and individual level. There is general 
agreement that time separable models of the form given by (78) do not provide 
a complete description of intertemporal behaviour, a t  least for a significant 
group of consumers. Why this is so and how robust these results are is, however, 
more difficult to assess. Broadly speaking liquidity constraints provide an  
argument for excess sensitivity of consumption to current income innovations 
while habits or more generally lagged consumption terms lead to further 
smoothing. Of course, relaxation of the explicit additivity assumption between 
leisure and goods is sufficient to bring current income terms into these 
consumption models, even if labour supply is rationed. Nevertheless, the 
evidence for liquidity constraints in certain groups in the population - the 
young or unemployed -is reasonably compelling. As are habits for certain 
types of goods. 

As Campbell and Deaton (1987) point out so clearly, the simple time 
separable life-cycle model is really defined by both the consumption and 
income process. Statements concerning the properties of the innovation error 
on such a consumption function relate directly to the income process since as 
we saw from equation (52) it is innovations to this process which drive the 
innovations to life-cycle wealth and in turn the marginal utility of wealth which 
underlies the stochastic Euler equation. If it is income innovations alone - and 
not liquidity constraints or habits -which drive the first difference of 
consumption then they should not be predictable from past income (or any 
other) information. Of course, time aggregation problems can cloud this simple 
condition, but leaving these aside the force of this point focuses attention on 
the joint process of both consumption and income. I t  is the study of this joint 
process that allows the evaluation rather than simply the estimation of the 
underlying model. 

Although panel data provide possibly the best environment for this analysis, 
Altonji and Siow (1985) have emphasised the contaminating effects of 
measurement errors in dynamic panel data models. This is particularly true of 
the expenditure data from the Michigan PSID panel used in the time series 
studies of household income and consumption reported in the papers of Hall 
and Mishkin (1982) and Altonji and Siow (1985). Moreover, these data only 
record weekly expenditures on food derived from an annual average figure and 
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provide little other information on commodity expenditure. Nevertheless the 
broad idea behind the tests proposed is simple and convincing. 

Hall and Mishkin (1982) assume a constant real return on assets and work 
with a model similar in essence to (51) and (52). They allow for two types of 
innovation in real income by splitting nondeterministic income into two 
stochastic components pf representing fluctuations in lifetime prospects and 
p: representing transitory influences. This is a useful distinction since we may 
expect pf to follow a random walk while p,Scould well be a moving average of 
past transitory innovations. Under the life-cycle model, the impact of these 
innovations on the nondeterministic part of consumption should be equivalent 
to the annuity value of the added wealth implied by a unit amount of 
unexpected transitory income - the real interest rate under an infinite horizon. 
If this can be measured accurately then the life-cycle hypothesis can be tested 
by examining the coefficient of such a variable in the first differenced 
consumption model since the transitory components enter as one part in the 
innovation error process. Indeed if we redefine c, to be real consumption in 
period t after having removed all deterministic components (i.e. the effect of 
age, demographics, trend.. .) then, under a quadratic utility assumption with 
constant real interest rates, the form for the marginal utility in (60) will be 
linear in c,. hforeover from this Euler equation or more directly from (52) the 
change in c, is simply given by 

Act = &t+ Pt nt, (84) 
where n, is the transitory income component, p, is the annuity value described 
above and A is the first difference operator. The stochastic component e, is 
simply the innovation in p f .  This approach of splitting the innovation in 
'surprise' consumption function into its various separate factors has some 
considerable attraction for interpreting rational expectations models of this 
form and will be examined in more detail below. 

T o  identify the components on the right-hand side of (84) separately the 
deterministic path for real income is first estimated so that the sum of the 
nondeterministic components pf and p,S can be constructed. Calling this sum 
p,, the innovations e, and n, enter the update of p, quite simply as 

where it is assumed Apf = e, and where p: = n, is assumed serially 
uncorrelated. This equation can then be used to show that the variance of 
Apt is the variance of e, (g:) plus twice the variance of n, (v:)while, from (85), 
the covariance of Apt and Apt-, is simply -F:. 

Since the consumption measure in the Panel Data used by Hall and Mishkin 
refers to food they could not use (84) directly but by defining a to be the 
marginal propensity of food consumption out of permanent income, they 
rewrite (84) as 

where the assumption of constant p, over time is also being made. Combining 
(85) and (86) we can evaluate the contemporaneous covariance of Act and 
Apt as av:+aPg:. Defining this to be C, and defining C, to be the 
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corresponding covariance of Act and Apt+,, which from (85) and (86) equals
-apgi, it is easy to see that 

a = (C, +C1)/g,2 (87) 

and 

The procedure used by Hall and Mishkin to test the underlying model is to 
evaluate the sample analogs of (87) and (88) in order to estimate a and P. In 
doing so they allow for measurement error in consumption as well as a more 
general process for the evolution of transitory income. Indeed, they also allow 
for advance information about income. 

Although the Hall and Mishkin estimates are sensitive to this latter point, the -
main result is an estimate of the marginal food propensity a a t  around 0.1 I and 
an estimate of /3 around 0.29 Since the average propensity for food is 
approximately 0.19, food is a necessity as expected. However, the value for ,8 
is unreasonably high given its annuity value interpretation. The closer P is to 
unity the more excessively sensitive current consumption is to transitory income 
innovations. Even though P is larger than expected, the completely liquidity 
constrained case where consumption equalled current income and P equals 
unity, is clearly rejected. In  the light of these results they investigate the impact 
of Apt-, on Act which in the life-cycle model should be zero but would be 
significant under liquidity constraints or excess sensitivity. They discover a 
small significant negative coefficient. Rewriting the model to allow a fraction 
6 of consumption to have p equal to I ,  they find a 6 of 0.2 and an estimate of 
/3 for the remaining consumption equal 0.1 74, a much more reasonable value, 
while a remains precisely estimated at  0.1. The results therefore suggest that 
around 2 0  % of consumption does not follow the simple life-cycle hypothesis 
and Hall and Mishkin interpret this as evidence of liquidity constraints. 
Hayashi ( I  985a) finds similar evidence for liquidity constraints in his study of a 
Japanese panel of household expenditures. 

If liquidity constraints are important, consumption and therefore borrowing 
will be depressed which in turn suggests that saving will be too large. Moreover, 
the relative efficiency loss of income taxation in comparison with a consumption 
tax is reduced since liquidity constrained individuals behave as if they had a 
zero intertemporal substitution elasticity. The importance of liquidity 
constraints and the validity of the life-cycle model are therefore crucial to 
policy considerations and the Hall and Mishkin results have stimulated a 
number of further studies. One drawback of their results is that only two 
extremes of behaviour - either on the life-cycle path or on the current income 
constrained path - are allowed. Mariger (1987a, b) has recently developed a 
rather more attractive model of liquidity constraints in which current income 
constrained behaviour is only an  extreme in a continuum of liquidity 
constrained positions. Here, as in the King model described earlier, liquidity 
constraints do not necessarily force consumption to relate directly to the 
contemporaneous level of disposable income alone. 

Panel data on individual households seem by far the most reasonable source 
for both evaluating and estimating models of dynamic consumer behaviour. 
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Indeed, Hall and Mishkin note 'aggregate data is not really powerful enough 
to settle the important questions about the behaviour of consumers'. 
Nevertheless, the shortness of typically available panels and the likely 
importance of measurement error could weaken the conclusions drawn from 
such sources. We have seen that issues such as corner solutions and constraints 
are not overcome in aggregate data;  rather they are 'covered up'. However, 
measurement error, a t  least in linear models, can be reduced by grouping and 
it is useful to assess the robustness of the results described above to such error. 
Altonji and Siow (1985) and Altonji et al. (1986) using data drawn from the 
same source as Hall and Mishkin derive estimates for the factors on the right- 
hand side of equations like (86) using additional information from other 
determinants of income - for example, wage rates, employment and other 
labour market information. Although these are also contaminated with 
measurement error, the extra information they contain provides a way of 
estimating parameters like P consistently even though the income process itself 
suffers from measurement error. With the information used in the Hall and 
Mishkin study, P cannot be identified when p, is measured with error. Since. 
measurement error in the Michigan panel may explain more than 50 % of the 
variance in Dp,this is a severe drawback. The Altonji et al. studies confirm the 
rejection of the current income constrained model (P= I )  but do not find the 
same evidence of liquidity constraints. This suggests that the importance of the 
lagged income term found by Hall and Mishkin may not be robust model 
specification. However, rather than estimating P directly they estimate the 
implied discount factor for consumers with infinite horizon. The estimates 
display considerable variation and range from -0.04 to 1.6 underlining the 
difficulty of recovering precise estimates after dealing with measurement 
problems in panel data. These may be compared to the corresponding 
estimated discount factor in the Hall and Mishkin model of around 0.77. 

Focusing on the discount factor and with it the time horizon provides a useful 
approach for analysing more general dynamic models with liquidity con-
straints. Mariger (1987 b) ,  for example, presents a description of a framework 
in which there is a minimum net worth constraint below which households 
cannot borrow. This type of 'asymmetric' model is close in spirit to that of 
King (1986) and suggests that one sensible way of viewing liquidity constraints 
is through their impact on the 'optimal' time horizon. Using two cross sections 
of survey data Mariger finds that only a very small percentage of households 
face one period horizons which would correspond to the extreme current 
income liquidity constraint used by Hall and Mishkin (1982) and Hayashi 
(1985b) among others. Instead, many consumers have horizons much less than 
their remaining life time but are able to incur some intertemporal substitution. 
This could well explain much of the observed variation in discount factors 
alluded to above and such models are worthy of further analysis. 

Whether or not consumption is excessively sensitive to current income 
innovations, it is useful to ask whether we might expect the resulting 
consumption series to be smoother or more variable than otherwise. The 
answer to this question depends critically on the relative smoothness of current 
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compared with permanent income. Campbell and Deaton (1987) in a 
persuasive study of post war US aggregate income and consumption patterns 
not only confirm the excess sensitivity result of Hall and Mishkin but also note 
that the underlying smoothness of the current income process leads additionally 
to excess smoothing of consumption. This paper neatly ties together these 
apparently contradictory criticisms of the simple life-cycle model and sets the 
scene for a more extensive analysis of the other issues underlying life-cycle 
models that have been mentioned above. 

Rather than providing a complete description of empirical estimates of 
intertemporal elasticities I will finish this section by summarising the results 
from the Blundell and Walker (1986) study. In  that paper intertemporal 
elasticities for male and female labour supply as well as consumption are 
presented. Within-period preferences in that study are assumed to be quasi- 
homothetic of the form described in equation (75) with /3 equal zero. We can 
compare these intertemporal elasticities with those under more general 
assumptions concerning p. These elasticities are presented in Table 4 where the 

Table 4 

Some Intertemporal Elasticities* 


Elasticities 

Sample E f f  Em, Em @ 

0'75 (a) 0808 0106  -0.659 -0276 
(b) 0.408 0.135 -0.693 -0520 
(c) 0.354 0.110 -0.692 -0308 

* Eff  and Em, refer to labour supply elasticities. Source : Blundell ( I  986). 

Eff, Em, and E,, columns are the own female, male and goods h-constant 
elasticities. These relate to the standard Marshallian price and income 
elasticities (e,, and 7, respectively) by Ei, = etj+ vi yj s, @ + vi s, where sj is the 
share of good j. Again @ is the overall h-constant elasticity defined in Section 
11.3. The samples (a), (b) and (c) refer to three groups of households from 
data on families with working women. Group (a) are families with two children 
aged 5 years or older, group (b) are families where all children have left home 
and group (c) are the total sample of 1,378 families with working women. These 
3 groups were chosen from the 7 presented in the original study since they 
adequately displayed the range in intertemporal elasticities. Allowing /3 to rise 
towards unity increases, as expected, the absolute value of all elasticities but 
even for group (c) the male labour supply elasticities are small and the female 
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elasticities remain below unity. The elasticities for consumption are of the 
correct sign and lie in a similar range. These estimates also appear of the same 
order as those reported in Altonji (1983) and Browning et al. (1985). The 
intertemporal elasticity @ again is of the correct sign and is close to the values 
suggested in the study by Browning ( I  985). 

The general conclusion from micro-data studies, although far from definitive, 
must be that the overall intertemporal substitution elasticity is small and 
probably less than -0.5. Referring to the commodity specific A-constant 
intertemporal elasticities, that for the labour supply of prime-aged men is small 
and imprecise, the correspondiilg elasticities for married women are larger but 
more various and mirror the pattern of the consumption elasticity. However, 
given the discussion earlier in this survey we might expect the'ranges of these 
reported elasticities to be somewhat constrained by the underlying preference 
restrictions. 

C O N C L U S I O N S  A N D  L E S S O N S  

To  suggest that this survey has provided or could have provided anything but 
a glimpse at  a rapidly expanding area would be foolish. Moreover, the view 
taken has been biased towards the perspective of demand analysis - stressing 
the importance of preference restrictions and questioning the interpretation of 
models using aggregate data. Much to the annoyance of many I have shied 
away from providing a catalogue of empirical estimates choosing instead to 
emphasise the interplay between theory and empirical analysis that can be 
found in the more exciting recent developments in this field. This was not just 
for reasons of space but also to underline a belief that much is still to be learned 
and received results, although useful, could hardly be considered definitive. 

The increasing availability of micro or individual level data has forced the 
student of applied consumer behaviour to consider many new aspects of 
analysis hitherto overlooked. Rationing, corner solutions, infrequency of 
purchase and liquidity constraints are among those that have been emphasised 
in this survey and can be expected to form the motivation for many new 
publications in the field. Our increased knowledge of individual level behaviour 
has focused attention once again on the conditions under which simple-
relationships between aggregate measures can be justified. I t  is not satisfactory, 
for example, to assume that all individual consumers are either liquidity 
constrained or not, rationed in the labour market or not, etc. I t  is more likely 
that individuals switch in and out of these different regimes of behaviour and 
that in any population at  any one period no one relationship holds for all 
consumers. As has been emphasised throughout this survey, aggregate models 
that ignore these issues do so at  their peril. Resulting policy prescriptions for tax 
reform or fiscal policy, for example, will, in general, be misleading. -

Perhaps one of the most attractive areas of current research - certainly one 
of the most popular - is the further development of intertemporal models. For 
example, knowledge of intertemporal substitution elasticities is crucial to the 
debate on the taxation of consumption versus income. In  this survey I have 
tried to put this research in the context of general consumer demand analysis 
so as to emphasise the importance of preference restrictions underlying many 
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popular empirical models that have been used to bring evidence to bear on this 
debate. We have seen that many models assume explicit additivity between 
consumption and labour market decisions implying that the marginal utility of 
consumption in any period is essentially independent of labour market 
considerations. Thus apart from an overall wealth effect, periods of retirement 
or unemployment are assumed to have no impact on the path of consumption. 
Additivity and Separability conditions more generally were shown to be 
crucially important here. Liquidity constraints have a similar implication for 
the importance of current (earned) income in consumption decisions and we 
can expect (or hope for) many new empirical and theoretical results in this 
area. 

Devising methods for cutting through the strong assumptions that underlie 
many applications of consumer behaviour while maintaining empirical 
tractability has been a focal point of this survey. We have shown that the 
evaluation of models is rarely the sole domain of empirical analysis. 
Understanding the theoretical properties of the model can be equally 
rewarding. The parameters of interest from a theoretical, and indeed, policy 
point of view may be overshadowed in absolute size and statistical significance 
by other determinants of behaviour but may be no less important. 

Many aspects of consumer behaviour have been unavoidably omitted in this 
survey. Notable among these is the importance of durables - especially in 
intertemporal models where the level of net worth has been shown to play such 
an important role. Similarly, we have omitted certain new developments in the 
testing of consumer theory. Perhaps most significant is the work of Varian 
(1982, 1983) on non-parametric testing. For this reason an extensive 
bibliography is included, many papers of which are unfortunately not referred 
to directly in this survey. 
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